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DURING a visit to the Lunar and

Planetary Laboratory at the Uni-

versity of Arizona in Tucson in

1973, I met with Steve Larson, a staff sci -

entist who, since the late 1960s, had been

using the 61-inch telescope on Mount Big -

elow, near Tucson, to take thousands of 

images of the Earth’s neighbour worlds in the solar system. Many

of the images were part of a NASA program to provide coverage of

changing surface and atmospheric features—particularly on Mars

and Jupiter—to complement robotic interplanetary spacecraft, such

as Mariner and Voyager, as well as more recent missions. 

As Larson was explaining his work to me, we came to a light

table with hundreds of 35mm Ektachrome slides arranged on top.

Colour slides were then the best choice for recording the appearance

of the planets. And these were originals I was looking at—rows and

rows of them—each carefully exposed in moments of good seeing

with the 61-inch reflector, a telescope specially constructed in the

mid-1960s for lunar and planetary imaging. 

Of the hundreds of slides on the light table, a few revealed 

exquisite detail (for the time), demonstrating how rarely our

planet’s atmosphere offers perfectly steady conditions for such 

a big telescope, even one optimally sited on an 8,200-foot moun-

taintop. Larson gave me several high-quality duplicate slides of 

the best images to include in my next 

book. One of these is reproduced at left. 

It was this 40-year-old picture of Jupiter 

that came to mind when the image above

arrived in my mailbox from SkyNews reader

Art Cole of Halifax. His Jupiter portrait was

taken with an 8-inch Celestron Schmidt-

Cassegrain telescope and one of today’s DSLR cameras. 

How is it that Art’s portable backyard scope can capture more

detail than did a 61-inch planetary-optimized telescope weighing

several tons four decades ago? The difference is digital imaging 

and computing software, which have added plenty of muscle to

backyard equipment. That’s not to say research telescopes haven’t

enjoyed these advances as well. But given this evolution, I asked Art

to share some how-to tips with SkyNews readers. He began by listing

the three important ones: temperature equalization, accurate tele-

scope alignment and, especially, highly accurate focusing. 

“The telescope tube needs to be equalized with the ambient 

temperature,” he emphasizes. “Many imagers think this only needs

to be done so that tube currents are reduced. But a second, equally

important reason is to make sure that the telescope maintains focus.

A properly focused telescope can quickly lose its focus if it is still

cooling down or heating up due to the expansion or contraction 

of the optical assembly. And if the telescope contains a folded 

Jupiter Portraits 
Then and Now

A comparison of images of the solar system’s largest planet taken more than 40 years apart

by Terence Dickinson

EDITOR’S REPORT

JOVIAN BELTS AND RED SPOT 

We’ve come a long way: At left is a 1973

image of Jupiter captured on colour 

slide film with a 61-inch telescope—one 

of the best images of Jupiter taken up to

the early 1970s. At right is a 2014 image

recorded with an 8-inch amateur telescope

fitted with a digital SLR camera.  

LEFT: STEVE LARSON; RIGHT: ART COLE 
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light path, like my Schmidt-Cassegrain, then the problem becomes

even more critical.” 

Art has a lot more to say about gathering high-quality planetary

images with a DSLR. With movie mode, a feature available in all re-

cent DSLR cameras, the process has become more accessible and is

capable of yielding astonishing results, as Art’s portrait of Jupiter at-

tests. In view of this, he will offer a tutorial on using your DSLR for

planetary imaging in the July/August issue of SkyNews. 

SUPERNOVA IN M82
A supernova explosion (designated SN 2014J) in the galaxy M82

reached magnitude 10.6 in early February (announced on our

web site, skynews.ca, at that time). Then an easy target in a 100mm

or larger telescope, it slowly faded, but as spring arrived across the

Great White North, it remained visible in large instruments.

The supernova actually exploded 12 million years ago, and it

has taken that long for the light to travel between M82 and our

Milky Way Galaxy to reach us here on Earth. The supernova is

shown at right in the cigar-shaped M82 galaxy. It is easier to iden-

tify in the shorter exposure of M82 on page 8.

The glowing supernova was discovered on January 21 by a 

professor and his astronomy students in England. As I looked at

M82 on a frigid night in February with a 6-inch Newtonian tele-

scope, there it was, the only starlike object visible in the galaxy. 

At its maximum, the supernova was about one-fifth the com-

bined brightness of the entire galaxy! Only supernovas reach this

luminosity. Normal stars never get close. 

SN 2014J is the brightest supernova seen from Earth since

1987, when one erupted in the Large Magellanic Cloud, a dwarf

irregular galaxy that orbits the Milky Way Galaxy. Perhaps more

important, it may be the nearest Type Ia supernova in 77 years.

Type Ia supernovas are used to measure cosmic distances on the

largest scale—sometimes over billions of light-years. 

A Type Ia supernova is thought to be the explosion of a white

dwarf, the collapsed core of a star like the Sun that late in its life

has shrunk from the size of the Sun to a superdense remnant the

size of Earth. When a white dwarf has a more ordinary solar-type

star as a stellar companion in a tight binary system, it can some-

times cannibalize matter from its neighbour. If the white dwarf

goes on a feeding frenzy, it will become unstable and completely
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annihilate itself in a titanic thermonuclear

explosion.

By a cosmic fluke of nature, the super-

novas that are caused this way (Type Ia) 

almost always have the same intrinsic

brightness. They have been crucial in set-

ting the cosmic distance scale, and in 1999,

the astronomers studying these supernovas

discovered dark energy, the mysterious

source of the acceleration of the expanding

universe—argu ably the greatest astronom-

ical discovery of the past two decades.  ✦

ASTROCATS AND
SUMMER STAR PARTIES
Every year in the May/June SkyNews, we

have a listing of summer gatherings of ama-

teur astronomers across Canada. This year,

there are 32 of them, with 30 being held at

dark sky sites with good-to-excellent skies

for observing and meeting fellow enthu -

siasts. The venues include eight provinces

and one territory, so they truly represent a

summer national pastime for astronomy

fans. One of the events that’s a bit different

from the others is ASTROcats, at Mohawk

College, in Hamilton, Ontario, on May 3-4

(see page 36). This is a mostly indoor event

highlighting amateur-astronomy equip-

ment (telescopes, mounts, astrocameras,

accessories) along with the retailers and

manufacturers who offer it—the people

you get your gear from. This is the only event in Canada where 

they are all in one place with their stuff for two days to answer your

questions. See you there!

—Terence Dickinson, SkyNews Editor

GALAXIES M81 (RIGHT) AND M82, IN URSA MAJOR 

Always a favourite target for backyard astronomers, the contrasting

galaxy duo are separated by less than one degree and thus fit into any

telescope’s low-power field of view. M81 is a grand-design spiral galaxy,

elegant and rich with young blue giant stars. M82 looks decidedly dif-

ferent because in the past 100 million years, its pinkish inner regions

have been rocked by a blast of star creation.  PHOTO BY BILL BATCHELOR
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M82 SUPERNOVA IN 30 SECONDS
I appreciate the review of the capabilities of the new Canon EOS

6D DSLR camera (SkyNews, Jan./Feb., page 6), which led to my 

decision to purchase the camera. It is certainly as capable as the 

review indicated. This single-exposure image, direct from the 

camera, was taken from the inner city on February 28, 2014, and

was not postprocessed. It shows the galaxy M82, with the recent

supernova clearly evident (the obvious orange star to the right of 

the galaxy’s pinkish nucleus). The 30-second exposure was taken

through a Celestron 11-inch HD at f/10, ISO 12,800, using an Orion

deep-sky filter on a Celestron CGEM mount.

Phil Porter

Vancouver, British Columbia

LETTERS

SUBLIME COMET
Gary Seronik need not apologize for his choice of the premier

comet of the past 20 years (SkyNews, March/April, page 20). I was

in the Similkameen Valley, in southern British Columbia, at the

time, and I remember driving up onto the mountain among the

sagebrush and leaning against the hood of my old Chrysler. There

stretched Hyakutake across the breadth of a star-splashed sky—

impossibly attenuated, sublime, silent and deeply compelling.

Hale-Bopp was fabulous, to be sure, a generous and splendid visitor

in no hurry to depart, but really a Dodge Ram compared with the

Studebaker Hawk that was the swanky and delicious Hyakutake.

There is something in the evanescent that makes a thing poetry.

Phil Burpee

Pincher Creek, Alberta

SUBMITTING LETTERS AND PHOTOS TO THE EDITOR

SkyNews editor Terence Dickinson welcomes your letters about your

astronomical observing activities and your comments about anything

you read in the magazine. Submission of photos as attachments is 

encouraged (please include details of location and equipment used).

Photos should be in jpeg format up to 2MB file size; limit two pictures

per submission. Send to: editor@skynews.ca   
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C A T S

CELESTIAL GARBAGE DAY

February 26 was garbage day in our north-

west corner of Barrie, Ontario. After de-

positing everything at the end of the drive-

way, I took my customary look upwards. I

was surprised to see the Moon and Venus

shining brightly in a very clear sky. There

have not been too many clear nights here

in the snowbelt this winter. So I got lucky:

a clear sky; the Moon and Venus close to

each other; and garbage day. I took this 
1∕5-second image at 6:20 a.m. using a hand -

held Nikon D3200 with a 55mm lens at

f/5.6 and ISO 1600. The orange tint on the

branches is from a nearby streetlight.

John Kenzie

Barrie, Ontario

TOP COMETS

I fully agree with Gary Seronik’s choice of

Hyakutake for #1 comet (“Top 5 Comets

From the Past 20 Years,” SkyNews, March/

April). New Brunswick skies from March

24 to 27, 1996, both evening and morning,

were clear. I made dozens of sketches, some

as close together as 10 minutes, to show 

the forward motion of the coma against a

back ground of stars. Hyakutake is the only

comet I have observed where I felt I could

see it moving.

Don Kelly

RASC New Brunswick Centre

Oromocto, New Brunswick

THE END OF NIGHT

Thank you for your review of The End of

Night in the Nov./Dec. 2013 SkyNews. I 

ordered the book immediately but only 

recently got to it in my reading queue. 

It both fascinated and inspired me to get 

involved in the light-pollution battle.

As an amateur astronomer, I have al-

ways considered light pollution in the con-

text of stargazing but was far less aware 

of its many other negative effects on both

humans and nature. Since reading the book,

I have unabashedly been proselytizing the

cause to family, friends and co-workers and

am glad to see public opinion slowly chang-

ing on the subject in many jurisdictions. 

My job as an airline pilot gives me 

a unique vantage point to see just how 

much light is needlessly beamed into the

skies over various cities. It is encouraging

to see some of those same cities retrofit -

ting entire neighbourhoods with dark-sky-

friendly street lighting that reduces or elim-

inates light spilling upwards. 

I hope that this will become an acceler-

ating trend in the years to come for the

health and safety of all the Earth’s citizens,

as well as the preservation of dark skies for

future generations.

Aaron Dittrich

Airdrie, Alberta
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NORTHERN LIGHTS PURSUIT

Under the 
Auroral

Oval
You can wait for the aurora to come south to you, 

or you can travel north to the aurora

Text and photos by Alan Dyer

I
N FEBRUARY, I WAS FORTUNATE ENOUGH to stand under the northern

lights for two weeks, helping to conduct aurora-viewing tours for visitors from

around the world. The location was Churchill, Manitoba, at a latitude of 58 degrees

north. While this is not particularly far north in geographic latitude (Stockholm,

Sweden, is farther north), it is your magnetic latitude that matters when seeking northern

lights—how far from the north magnetic pole you are. 

Churchill sits at a magnetic latitude of 67 degrees, similar to Yellowknife,

Northwest Territories; Whitehorse, Yukon Territory; and Fairbanks, Alaska,

three other prime sites in North America. Although at quite different

geographic latitudes, all four locations lie under the auroral oval, the

zone where auroras occur most frequently. Autumn, winter and

early-spring months are best. In late spring and summer, the night

sky doesn’t get dark enough from northern latitudes.

My stay in Churchill was at the Churchill Northern Studies

Centre (CNSC), www.churchillscience.ca, a nonprofit research

facility housed in a new environmentally friendly building 

23 kilometres outside of Churchill, on the site of the abandoned

Churchill Research Range. This was the location of Canada’s

only rocket launch facility, built in 1957 and in operation until

the mid-1980s. (For a thorough history of the rocket range, see

the Manitoba Historical Society’s page at www.mhs.mb.ca/docs/

mb_history/44/exploringnorthernskies.shtml.)

ALL-SKY AURORA An 8mm fish-eye lens captures the entire sky, with the

northern lights dancing overhead and reaching from horizon to horizon. Tour

participants gather outside the Churchill Northern Studies Centre to gaze in 

wonder. Some cheered in delight, while others stood in silent awe. 

�
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AURORA GAZING Even when the Churchill skies

were partly cloudy and the night was lit by the Moon,

the northern lights shone brightly enough overhead 

to create a dramatic display. 

SHIRTSLEEVE AURORAS

The Churchill Northern Studies

Centre has a rooftop Plexiglas

viewing dome where people

can gaze at the northern lights

in heated comfort. Notice the

Big Dipper overhead amid the

green and red curtains. 
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Today, the CNSC serves as a base of 

operation for Arctic and subarctic research

projects of all disciplines, from astronomy

to zoology. To offset their operating costs,

the CNSC offers several “learning vaca-

tions” throughout the year, when visitors

can learn about the North firsthand. 

Of course, polar bears are the main at-

traction in October and November. But Feb -

ruary and March are prime months for see-

ing the northern lights. Yes, it is cold! But

skies are often clear, making it rare that any

of the tour groups are denied good displays

during their five-night stay. The CNSC of-

fers the luxury of dark-sky aurora viewing

from the same place you eat, attend lectures

and sleep. With displays often not kicking

up until 1 a.m. or 2 a.m., that’s a great ad-

vantage. One of my tasks was to sound the

wake-up call when the lights came out.

Among the two groups of 20 that I

helped host, none of the participants would

have described themselves as amateur as-

tronomers. But all expressed a lifelong pas-

sion to stand under an all-sky aurora—one

of the top items on their “bucket list.” All

went away having checked off that item. ✦

The northern lights occur most frequently within an oval band about 500 kilometres wide and 

centred not on the north geographic pole but on the north magnetic pole, currently situated in the

Canadian High Arctic. The auroral oval forms an oblong ring around the northern hemisphere at

Arctic latitudes but dips farthest south over Canada, allowing us to see auroras more often than 

do observers in Europe, despite their similar geographic latitude.

Where is the

OVAL?

AURORAL LIMITS You have a

good chance of seeing an aurora

anywhere along the blue line if 

the strength of the magnetic storm

reaches at least 3 on a scale of 0

(weak) to 10 (strong)—the Kp

Index. The current value is reported

on our website at skynews.ca/

aurora-watch. But to see auroras

from farther south, the Kp Index

must soar to high values, 8 or

above, a rare event. By travelling

north to the Arctic, you can see 

auroras even when the Kp Index is

1 or 2, making auroras an almost

nightly occurrence.  COURTESY NOAA/

SPACE WEATHER PREDICTION CENTER (ALL)

NORMAL OVAL This is more typical of the auroral oval’s location

and intensity. Locations under the oval often still see good, though

weak, displays. All the images in this story were taken from Churchill,

Manitoba, with the oval looking similar to this and a Kp Index (Activ-

ity Level) reading no higher than 2 to 3.

RED-HOT OVAL This was the location and intensity of the auroral

oval on February 19 of this year, when the sky lit up across the con -

tinent, producing displays as far south as the northern United States.

On this night, the aurora travelled south to delight those favoured

by clear skies. (The Kp Index is given as Activity Level at left.)
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AURORAL CURTAINS From southern

Canada, we usually look north to see the 

curtains of northern lights. But from under the

auroral oval, you look up at the tall curtains 

to watch them converging overhead. It is one

of the sky’s great spectacles.

� AURORAS TO THE SOUTH Aurora
watchers gaze safely from the CNSC's 
second-floor deck (though visiting polar
bears are rare in midwinter) as auroral 
curtains outshine bright moonlight. The
essentially flat terrain around Churchill 
allows the ethereal aurora to fully domi-
nate the visitors' experience.

� AURORAS IN ORION From Chur -
chill, as well as any location under the 
auroral oval, displays are often overhead
or to the south, here seen sweeping
through the winter constellations Orion,
Taurus and Gemini. Jupiter is at upper left.

� BOREAL AURORA Moonlight illu -
minates the snow-covered trees of the 
boreal forest, while the aurora pulses to
the northwest in Cassiopeia and Perseus.
The photo opportunities around the 
CNSC are excellent. 

  



The MallinCam
UNIVERSE
represents years of design and research
in a colour CCD camera that is capable
of live constant refresh with a maximum
download of one second per frame. The
new Constant Refresh System (CRS) is a
first in a CCD camera, in which the CRS
soft ware downloads a live image for full-
frame review on your computer monitor.
The camera acts as a video system, dis-
playing a non-stop new image at every
exposure.

The MallinCam UNIVERSE is 100% USB
2.0 controlled, and the image is also
transferred through USB. A deep-cooling
system with a sealed sensor chamber 
allows cooling to reach –45°C to ensure
the lowest noise and dark current where,
in most cases, a dark frame is not gen-
erally required. A first in the industry.
Taking publication-quality images is now
possible and easier than ever with this
new system. A constant live image is dis-
played for those who wish to use the
camera as a live observing system. With
its super-large sensor, with a total opti-
cal diagonal size of 28.4mm across and
large pixel size of 7.8 x 7.8 microns, the
camera excels in delivering live colour
images. The CCD sensor has a total of
6.31 mega-pixels. The sensor’s horizon-
tal size is 25.10mm, and its vertical size
is 17.64mm. The active pixels (6.11 mp)
deliver a total size of 3032 x 2016. The
New MallinCam UNIVERSE can also be
switched from colour mode to black and
white with a click of the mouse.

Live processing is done on the fly using
features such as full histogram adjust-
ment, full gamma range, full contrast
range and auto white balance or manual
RGB colour balance.

The unique “Hyper Circuit” found on all
other MallinCam systems has been in-
corporated into this new design, allowing
the MallinCam UNIVERSE to deliver a
total variable gain of 26.06+ db, a dy-
namic range of 80 db and a signal-to-
noise ratio of 60 db. 

The MallinCam UNIVERSE comes com-
plete with a 5-metre USB cable; a 2"
threaded adapter; a 1.25" converter, al-
lowing the use of an optional 1.25" eye-
piece adapter; 110 volts AC to 12 volts
DC power supply; driver; and software
CD-ROM.

MallinCam announces the return of the original MallinCam PRO – now with additional
features. This new camera is called the MallinCam Jr PRO.

It comes complete with 25’ Video/Power
Cable, 120 VAC to 12 VDC regulated power
supply, the highly acclaimed 1.25" Deluxe
adapter found on all other MallinCams, an
RCA to BNC adapter, choice of a Pixel
Wireless Exposure controller, complete
with batteries, or PC-only version with
RS232 cable!

The Jr PRO can be purchased with either the standard 1/2 inch size Sony ceramic CCD
sensor (Cer-Dip) or the optional EXview HAD sensor for an additional $100.00. Either
type of CCD sensor, the Standard sensor or the EXview HAD sensor, is available in
colour or B&W.                                                                                                              $599.99

The MallinCam Micro-EX
Camera features:

� OSD: Allows you to fully control the cam-
era menu.

� 17 seconds exposure.

� Sony sensitive EXview HAD II plastic CCD
sensor in a 1/3" format can exceed sen-
sitivity up to 40% more than any com-
petitors! ICX672AKA sensor with micro
lens technology.

� 960H WDR sensor technology.

� Stacking Mode is standard for up to 85
seconds frame average on the fly.

� 32 Bit DSP Micro Processor.

� Now includes RS 485
ready rear socket cam-
era control.

� High Resolution: Up to
700 lines resolution in
B&W mode and 650 in
colour even in low light
conditions.

� 3D-DNR: Variable Digi-
tal Noise Reduction
shows less "ghost"
phenomena on moving
objects with less noise.
Produces critical image
with less noise under low
light conditions. In-camera image aver-
aging up to 85 seconds when set to 5
frame stacking (NTSC).

� WDR: Combines two fields (high shutter
speed exposures taken in bright light
and low shutter speed exposures) into

one composite image to help see dark
parts and bright parts of an image. This
feature can extend shutter speeds above
17 seconds without saturation. A
MallinCam unique system.

� HLI: Electronic coronagraph blocks
bright light and leaves dimmer area lit.

� Day and Night: Provides clear images in
low light conditions. Allows B&W mode
and colour mode automatically or can be
set in either mode manually.

� AGC: AGC circuit automatically adjusts
the incoming signal to proper level. Im-
proves performance in low light condi-

tions by increasing sensitivity.
Extra gain has been made
possible only in the
MallinCam MICRO video CCD
camera; not found in competi-
tors’ cameras.

� ATW: Auto adjusts the white
balance or can be adjusted manually.

� BLC: Ability to balance faint
object with bright object.

� Full GAMMA selection of
0.3, 0.45, 0.6 and 1.0 range.

� Mirror Function allows image
orientation to suit any telescope.

� Sharpness Control.

� 5.0 ounces! (141 grams)

� And more!

Starting at $99.99

The MallinCam Jr PRO

SEE THE UNIVERSE LIVE AND IN COLOUR WITH

MALLINCAM

  



A full-featured advanced astronomical observational video
CCD camera with a Peltier cooler and an extended shutter
integration of up to 99 minutes, the MallinCam Xtreme-
X2 brings the most obscure deep-sky objects to life on
your computer monitor. A colour-bar generator, 16
MHz CPU, 32MB of memory, 14-bit video processor and
APC feature allow full picture enhancement of vertical
and horizontal pixels, freeze-image, gamma selection
feature and highlight feature (electronic coronagraph and
electronic stellar coronagraph) for unsurpassed lunar-
impact research, lunar studies, solar observing (with proper
solar filter), planetary images and a whole lot more!! 

Features new custom-designed, high-precision 1.25" adapter, class 1 CCD sensor, grade 1
components throughout, as well as unique custom-manufactured high-gain circuitry not
found on any other competing video CCD camera. 

Starting at $1299.99

All MallinCam products are handcrafted one at a time, making MallinCam the highest-performance 

CCD camera available in its class and the most-desired astronomical observational video system.

MallinCam.com
SEE THE UNIVERSE LIVE AND IN COLOUR WITH

PROCOM ELECTRONICS, 5450-56 Canotek Rd., Ottawa, Ontario, Canada  K1J 9G4  613-749-7592

Available in the U.S.: Jack’s Astro Accessories, Louisiana, USA   http://mallincamUSA.com
Available in Canada: Khan Scope Centre, 3243 Dufferin St., Toronto, Ontario, Canada  M6A 2T2

After a long wait, MallinCam has received its first batch of VRC12T (Video Ritchey-
Chrétien) 12" optical truss tubes. At 52.8 pounds, including the supplied dual-speed 
focuser, this work of art is truly within the reach of the most discriminating live video
CCD observer, videographer and CCD astrophotographer. At f/8, it provides an excellent
imaging platform for any DSLR, cooled CCD imagers and any astronomical cameras.

Features:

� 12" aperture (10-inch and 16-inch coming soon).

� Centre spotted secondary mirror made of quartz with 99% reflectivity non-tarnishing
multi-layer dielectric mirror coatings. 

� Low thermal expansion quartz primary mirror with 99% reflectivity non-tarnishing
multi-layer dielectric mirror coatings. 

� 1/12 wave optics or better.

� Three built-in cooling fans in rear cell. 

� 2" dual-speed Crayford focuser with 1.25" adapter. 

� Carbon fibre with Serrurier truss tube design with CNC-machined stainless steel and
aluminum components. 

� Two large D type "Losmandy" dovetails on top and bottom. 

� Comes with 3 sets of spacer rings to achieve perfect focus with any imaging camera.

� 2432mm focal length f/8.

Retail Price: $4999.99 
MallinCam Intro Price: $3999.99 

(U.S. funds) plus applicable tax and shipping

The MallinCam VRC12T

The MallinCam Xtreme-X2  
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FROM A PRACTICAL POINT OF VIEW, the stuff of the universe can

be thought of as falling into two categories. The first includes all those

phenomena that can be seen in abundance—stars, meteors, sunspots,

and so on. These are things that astronomers can study in the aggregate, looking

for hidden clues to emerge from the properties and behaviour of an entire pop-

ulation of celestial denizens.

by Ivan Semeniuk

OTHER WORLDS

Solar Systems by Snapshot 
As exoplanets become more ordinary, the science behind them gets more exciting 

Then there is the second category,
made up of relatively rare celestial oc-
currences—binary pulsars and great
comets come to mind—so that each
individual case becomes the focus of
intense study. One way of marking the
progress of astronomy is to note when
something from this latter category
moves into the former. It’s when the
uncommon becomes commonplace
that science changes and our under-
standing of nature deepens. The field
of exoplanets has already offered one
such transition. It’s now poised to
bring us another.

The detection of exoplanets is no
longer a rare phenomenon. In Janu-
ary, the count of confirmed planets
orbiting stars beyond our Sun was 
just over 1,000. Then, in February, sci-
entists with NASA’s Kepler Mission
announced that by using a statistical
technique, they were able to validate
an additional 715 exoplanets.

The Kepler spacecraft, which is now
defunct, was able to make discoveries
in bulk because it stared at more than
100,000 stars at once, checking for
signs of exoplanets via the tran sit
method, an indirect technique of watch -
ing for a star to dim slightly when an
orbiting planet crosses in front of it.
Such planets can then be verified by
measuring their gravitational influ-

PICTURE-PERFECT  The Gemini Planet Imager is

housed in the blue-and-white cases on the back end of

the 8-metre Gemini South Telescope on Cerro Pachón,

in Chile. This year, the camera begins surveying nearby

stars in search of exoplanets. During its first test, a known

exoplanet was obvious (lower right in inset photo). 

GEMINI OBSERVATORY; PROCESSING BY CHRISTIAN MAROIS, NRC 
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ence on the stars they orbit, also an in-
direct technique.

Kepler has amassed thousands of
candidate exoplanets over a four-year
period, creating a backlog for ground-
based observatories to follow up on.
Until now, candidates have been ac-
cepted as bona fide exoplanets only
after confirmation from the ground.
The latest avalanche is based on a dif-
ferent approach: an assumption that
false positives don’t cluster in multi-
planet systems. In cases where a star
appears to harbour several candidate
planets, those candidates are more
likely to be real.

Whether or not everyone accepts
this as a way to officially confirm a
planet, indirect detections of exoplan-
ets have, indisputably, moved into the
realm of the commonplace. What re-
mains rare are cases where exoplanets
have been observed directly. So far,
only a handful of planets have been
spotted this way—but not for long.

Currently, astronomers at the Gem-
ini South Observatory, in Chile, are in
the final stages of commissioning the
Gemini Planet Imager (GPI), a camera
specifically designed to see exoplanets
rather than just infer their existence.
GPI (scientists call it “G-Pie”) is a tech -
nical tour de force. Partly built in Can -
ada, its three-stage optical system is 
a labyrinth of mirrors, occulters and
other components that can cleverly
shave away the light of a nearby star
while allowing the much fainter light
of an orbiting planet to pass through
to its detector (see inset, facing page).
Optimized to see in the near infrared,
GPI will spot the glow of newly formed
planets orbiting around stars that 

are up to 200 light-years from Earth.
More than 600 target stars have

been chosen for GPI’s initial campaign,
beginning in October. That’s a small
number compared with all the stars
that Kepler sifted through to find its
candidates, but GPI’s list is handpicked,
while Kepler’s was a random field.

First-light images from GPI show
that it was able to spot a previously
known planet orbiting Beta Pictoris, 
a near neighbour to our solar system.
The planet is typical of the type GPI
will excel at finding: several times the
mass of Jupiter, orbiting its star roughly
8.5 times the distance between Earth
and the Sun. It is estimated to be about
10 million years old, less than one per-
cent of the age of our solar system, and
it is still very warm from the energy
released during its accretion. What is
impressive is that GPI saw the planet
immediately rather than after many
hours of data processing.

And GPI is not alone. Parts of a
competing camera have begun arriv-
ing at the European Southern Obser-
vatory, also in Chile. While Kepler and
other indirect methods are biased to-
ward spotting planets that orbit their
stars closely, GPI will do best at seek-
ing planets that are large and also have
large orbits. In the process, exoplanet
numbers will continue to swell, with
interesting new possibilities for study-
ing the class as a whole. 

Exoplanet astronomy is finally com -
ing into its own, as the rare becomes
common yet again. ✦

Ivan Semeniuk is a science reporter for The

Globe and Mail newspaper and website. His

column will appear regularly in SkyNews. 

IT WORKS!  The Gemini Planet Imager science team celebrates in the control room of the Gemini

South Telescope after successfully achieving first light in November 2013.  PHOTO BY JEFF CHILCOTE (UCLA)

  



GALLERY

UNIVERSE OF WONDER
From the delicate hues of 
distant nebulas to the roiling
surface of our nearest star, the
Sun, our readers were ready
with cameras and telescopes to
capture these celestial scenes
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� ANTARES AND FRIENDS Known as the Rho Ophiuchi Cloud Complex, this striking multihued nebula
is one of the nearest star-forming regions to the Sun, though “near,” in this case, is about 430 light-years. 
The brightest object in the photo is Antares, the red giant sun that marks the heart of the constellation 
Scorpius. Below and to the right of Antares is the globular cluster M4. Astro-imager Lynn Hilborn of Grafton,
Ontario, captured this celestial portrait in Arikok National Park while vacationing in Aruba, off the north
coast of South America. Photo data: modified Canon 6D and Canon 135mm f/2 lens at f/2.8; 20 stacked 
60-second exposures, each shot at ISO 800 and tracked with an iOptron ZEQ25 mount. 

� PHONING THE MOON Cellular smartphones can do a lot, including imaging the Moon, as seen 
here. Holding the lens of a 13-megapixel Sony Xperia Z1 smartphone over the 10mm eyepiece of his 

8-inch Sky-Watcher Newtonian Dobsonian reflector telescope, Devon Hounsell of Cambridge, Ontario, 
secured this shot of sunset on the rugged curving rim of Mare Crisium on the waning gibbous Moon.  

� JUPITER’S CLOUD BELTS 

Swirling clouds of ammonia and sulphur com-
pounds form distinct belts in Jupiter’s atmosphere,
which are seen in wonderful detail in this photo
taken under excellent seeing conditions by Daniel
Leclerc from Pointe-aux-Trembles, Quebec, on 
February 7. He used a Sky-Watcher 8-inch Newto -
nian telescope equipped with an Imaging Source
DBK 21AU618.AS camera, 4x Barlow and UV/IR 
cut filter. Exposing 60 frames per second, Leclerc
stacked 3,000 frames with AutoStakkert! 2 and 
IRIS software to record this composite image.
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� CRESCENT MOON AND VENUS AT DAWN

Robin Dhillon of Uxbridge, Ontario, caught the 
crescent Moon about 30 hours before new Moon 
in this scene taken on the morning of January 29 in
frigid –30°C wind-chill conditions. But it was worth
braving the brutal weather, says Dhillon, to get 
this shot. Photo details: Nikon D7000, 6 seconds at
f/5.6, 42mm lens, ISO 100.

� AN ACTIVE SUN 

One of the largest sunspot groups seen in the past
decade was first observed in detail late last year. It
was recorded by Mike Wirths in this December 31
image taken from his observatory in northern Baja,
Mexico, using a Lunt 6-inch solar refractor. Solar
photographers watched the group evolve through
three solar rotations (one rotation is 27 days).

� VIEW FROM A HEIGHT

On a trans-Pacific commercial flight, Edmonton, 
Alberta, astrophotographer Warren Finlay was 
approximately over the international date line and
the equa tor on the morning of February 25 (or 
February 26, depending on which side of the line
the aircraft was) when he captured this image.
Photo details: Canon 6D with 24mm lens at f/2, 
1/60 second, handheld. “It was interesting to see
this celestial alignment of Venus and the Moon,”
says Finlay, “while I was in the middle of my own
alignment with the imaginary man-made lines 
on our globe.”
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THE CARTOGRAPHIC CENTRE OF THE MOON is found in an obscure

lunar sea known, appropriately enough, as Sinus Medii (Central Bay). Zero

longitude and latitude meet just south-southwest of the 6.7-kilometre-wide

crater Bruce. (Keep in mind that east and west on the Moon are opposite sky directions.)

Not that there’s anything much to see at the precise location—it’s actually the most un -

remarkable spot in this wondrous stretch of lunar real estate.

The best time to enjoy this region is when the terminator is nearby, throwing lunar 

detail into stark relief. That happens just after the first-quarter phase or before the last

quarter. Begin your exploration with the crown jewel of the area: the Hyginus Rille. It is

a remarkable feature that runs some 200 kilometres roughly northwest to southeast and

is bisected by Hyginus, a nine-kilometre-wide crater. Hyginus is one of the few craters on

the lunar surface that wasn’t produced by an impact. It’s likely of volcanic origin, like the

rille itself. But the exact mechanism behind the rille’s formation is a mystery. Much of the

linear scar appears to consist of a series of collapse pits that overlap in places. When seeing

conditions are steady, take a look at this fascinating feature for yourself. Even a small tele -

scope will show it well.

Nearby lies the crater Triesnecker and a system of very fine rilles. At a diameter of 

26 kilometres, Triesnecker is the largest impact crater dotting Sinus Medii’s smooth surface.

If seeing conditions are good, crank up the magnification of your telescope and you should

be able to see a network of very fine channels east of the crater and extending north and

south. But these features are quite different from the Hyginus Rille. The Triesnecker chan-

by Gary Seronik

ON THE MOON

A Happy Hunting Ground
Te Moon is a feast of telescopic detail, but even so, 

some regions ofer more to chew on than others 

nels are more numerous, have a number of

bends and curves and are narrower—only

1.5 kilometres across at their widest. An-

other difference is that Hyginus itself seems

to be a part of the rille system, while Tries-

necker’s proximity to its spidery network of

rilles appears to be coincidental. One thing

both have in common, though, is that no

one knows for sure how they formed.

Perhaps the most notable features of 

the terrain surrounding Sinus Medii are 

the various grooves that run northwest to

southeast. These are particularly obvious

in the patch of highland ter-

rain that lies between Sinus

Medii and Mare Vaporum

and surrounds Ukert, a 23-

kilometre-wide crater. While

the origins of the Triesnecker

and Hyginus rilles may be

mysterious, we at least have a

pretty good idea what caused

these gouges: the formation

of the Imbrium impact basin.

About 3.85 billion years ago, an un -

imaginably powerful impact violently ex-

cavated the Imbrium Basin. Debris from

that event rocketed across the lunar sur-

face, producing the elongated scars seen

here. Scan south of Sinus Medii or north-

east of Hyginus, and you can see more of

these dramatic features, along with a few

instances where preexisting craters were

nearly obliterated by the rush of ejecta.

If you take the time to look over this 

region carefully with your telescope, you’ll

find that I’ve only scratched the surface

with the features mentioned here. Indeed,

the longer you look, the more you’ll see.

But then, that’s true of most places on 

the Moon!  ✦

Gary Seronik is the editor of this magazine’s

website, SkyNews.ca.

CRATERS, PLAINS & RILLES

An impres sive array of telescopic

treats lies near the centre of 

the lunar disc, including two

rille systems and scars created

by the Imbrium impact event.

PHOTO BY GARY SERONIK

Triesnecker

Ukert

Bruce

SINUS
MEDII

MARE
VAPORUM

Hyginus
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‘Toutes nos passions 
reflètent les étoiles.’

— Victor Hugo

DEEP IN THE rolling pastoral
countryside of Quebec’s East -
ern Townships, an isolated

set of mountains rises suddenly from 
a carpet of grass and vineyards. 

First settled in the late 1700s, this 
is a tourist’s playground that has been
compared to Tuscany, with sleepy tracts
of farmland playing host to a thriving
arts community and some of the most
satisfying food and drink in Canada.
For curious skygazers, all this serves to
support one of the most magical stops
on any amateur astronomer’s bucket list
of observing locales. 

Roughly 21∕2 hours from both Mon-
treal and Quebec City, Mont Mégantic
rises 1,900 feet (higher than Toronto’s
CN Tower) over the surrounding ter-
rain and is 3,600 feet above sea level. It
is the highest peak accessible by car in
eastern Canada.

The public love affair with this place
began in the 1970s—long before dark
sky preserves were “a thing”—when the
park was chosen as the site for a mas-
sive research observatory. To this day,
tens of thousands of visitors come here
each year to see some of the darkest
skies, through some of the most pow-
erful optical telescopes on this side of
the continent.

“It’s innate to go stargazing,” says
Marie-Georges Bélanger, head of cus-
tomer service at Parc national du Mont-
Mégantic, which was designated the
first-ever International Dark Sky Re-
serve by the International Dark-Sky
Association in 2007. “We’ve built our
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by Peter McMahon

WILDERNESS ASTRONOMER

MILKY WAY ABOVE THE DOME

At an elevation of 3,600 feet above sea

level, the Mont-Mégantic Observatory

is under excellent skies. The dome’s

base is angled to shed snow and ice

during winter.  PHOTO BY PETER MCMAHON

Mont Mégantic
An astronomy adventure awaits pilgrims trekking up the stargazing mountain of ‘La Belle Province’

  



brand to help support that, to make the
sky accessible.”

WHERE TO WATCH: 
ASTROLAB ACTIVITY CENTRE
Located at the base of the mountain,
the ASTROLab activity centre has doz -
ens of hands-on exhibits, a children’s
workshop, a large presentation theatre
and a gift shop. All exhibits and films
in the park are available in both English
and French. Live presentations are de-
livered in French (English by request).

Sébastien Giguère, head of educa-
tion for Mont-Mégantic and science
coordinator for the ASTROLab, says it
is rare to have a public observatory at
such a favourable site that has extensive
public-education facilities and is not an
all-day drive from a major city. Giguère
produced Cosmic Rhythms for the park,
a sweeping HD film that plays on the
theatre’s 30-foot screen.

The grounds outside the ASTROLab
serve as a year-round stargazing loca-
tion, with telescopes up to 12 inches in
aperture operated for the public during
Saturday-night observing sessions. A
passionate troupe of young interpreters
guides visitors through everything from
indoor looks at the latest images from
the Mars rover to live telescope views
of galaxies and star clusters. 

WHERE TO WATCH: 
POPULAR OBSERVATORY
Shuttle buses drop off visitors at a small
turnaround a short walk from the pub-
lic observatory, known here as the Pop-
ular Observatory, before continuing up
the road to the gravel parking lot next
to the research observatory at the sum-
mit—and the park’s best daytime views

(above right). Visitors can also walk this
road or hike a short trail that runs di-
rectly between the public and research
observatories.

On evenings when there is a major
astronomical event, shuttle buses ferry
visitors back and forth to the Popular
Observatory. Demand to look through
this telescope (left photo on facing page)
is so high during the summer months
that the park employs a bus driver full-
time. During the off-season, visitors
can drive up a winding road to the 
observatory.

Inside the dome of the observatory,
visitors waiting to gaze through the 
24-inch telescope sit in comfortable
theatre-style seats, watching an LCD
screen view of what is being observed
through the eyepiece of the instrument
or enjoying a themed space presenta-
tion guided by one of a dozen enthusi-
astic astronomy interpreters.

Looking through a telescope of this
size in skies this dark on a clear, steady
night was an astronomical highlight of
the year for me. The rings of Saturn and
cloud details on the planet itself stood
out so well, it was as if I’d never really
seen Saturn through a telescope before.

For the 2013 Perseid meteor shower,
more than 1,000 visitors—many of
whom had booked tickets months in
advance for tours, dusk-time theatre
shows and seats on buses to the sum-
mit—tucked in with sleeping bags, hot
cocoa and munchies on the grass out-
side the observatory.

Ohh! . . . Ahh! Visitors uttered uni-
versal sounds of delight every time a
shooting star created a brilliant streak
overhead. And when the occasional
fireball made a feverish dash across 
the sky, the entire crowd lost control. 
At times, the evening sounded more
like a Montreal Canadiens home game
than a star party.

WHERE TO WATCH: 
RESEARCH OBSERVATORY
From mid-May to mid-October, regu-
larly scheduled buses are the only way
to travel to the research observatory by
vehicle, but in the off-season, visitors
who are up to it can also hike, bike, ski
or showshoe to the summit.

With a 1.6-metre (63-inch) primary
mirror, the 24-ton research telescope 
at the Mont-Mégantic Observatory is
heralded as the most powerful optical
telescope in eastern North America
and the best-performing telescope in
Canada. (While two older Canadian
telescopes are slightly larger, the dark
skies of Mont-Mégantic allow this in-
strument to vastly outperform its coun-
terparts to the west.)

“At its centre, this dark sky preserve
is a working observatory,” says Giguère.
“While we had a lot of input in the dark
sky designation process around 2007,
we’ve been doing science here for more
than 30 years.” The local municipality
of Saint-Ludger, located about 45 miles
away, is being proactive with the instal-
lation of full-cutoff amber LED street
lamps that are environment- and dark-
sky-friendly. 

Researchers from McGill University,
Université Laval, Université de Mon-
tréal and other institutions across Can -
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CELESTIAL TREATS The hands-on 

exhibits at the ASTROLab (left) are the most

extensive of their type at any observatory

in Canada. The research observatory at the

summit of Mont Mégantic (right) boasts a

spectacular view.  PHOTOS BY PETER MCMAHON 
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ada and throughout the world conduct
fundamental and applied research in
astro physics here every clear night, so
the public generally doesn’t get to look
through this instrument. But when 
research schedules permit and during
major public events, it’s sometimes pos-
sible to steal a glimpse through the eye-
piece of this impressive telescope. 

The best bet for enjoying the Mont-
Mégantic Observatory, however, is to
take a guided daytime tour. And at
night, it’s worth the five-minute walk
up the road from the Popular Obser -
vatory to see the giant dome standing
out against the starry backdrop.

WHERE TO STAY
The park has cabin-style accommoda-
tions year-round and permits seasonal
tent camping in the Observatory Sec-
tor. From late spring to early fall, the
park offers a variety of close-to-nature
shelters, huts and cabins, not to men-
tion its snazzy new Huttopia tents, com -
plete with heating, beds and everything
you need to cook a meal.

The heart of Mont-Mégantic’s more
refined accommodations is a network
of cottages, B&Bs and inns (in Quebec,
an inn is often referred to as an auberge).
For all these places, astronomy tourism
isn’t just an additional revenue stream,
it’s the revenue stream. 

“About 75 percent of our guests have
some sort of astronomy experience
while they are here,” says Charles
Lachance, who owns L’Auberge Aux
Toits Rouges, an inn located just out-
side Notre-Dame-des-Bois. “To give
you an idea of how important the dark
skies are here, if the observatories ever
closed, I would have to close.”

Fortunately, that won’t happen any-
time soon. Lachance says he often gets
summer reservations as much as five to
six months in advance and from as far
away as Germany, France and Belgium.
The month of August is often booked
solid in the area. It is slightly easier to
find a room in June and July, and the
spring and fall offer excellent observing
opportunities with the smallest crowds
and shorter lineups at the telescopes.

WHERE TO EAT 
L’Auberge Aux Toits Rouges has, by far,
the best cuisine closest to Mont Mégan-
tic and the observatories. Dinner may
start with a raspberry-perfumed cream
of turnip soup and a warm chicken-
liver salad, then an entrée of sausage-
stuffed quail, followed by a delightful
maple cream pie on a delicate home-
made crust. 

As with all meals served here, nearly
everything for breakfast is grown and/or
made on or near the premises, from
specialty pancakes, waffles and crepes
to yogurt and granola parfaits with
fresh fruit and fresh-baked croissants
with locally made jams and gorton—
a highly addictive French-Canadian
pork spread.

Other not-to-be-missed meals in-
clude the table at Au Vaillantbourg, 
a cozy century-old home in the town 
of Notre-Dame-des-Bois, at the foot of
Mont Mégantic, where mains include
veal osso bucco with beefy smoked-
paprika sauce and homemade linguine;

fresh tagliatelle topped with rabbit con-
fit and wild mushrooms in a creamy
bay leaf sauce; and trout fillet poached
in miso damari and maple syrup.

The ASTROLab Welcome Centre
area of the park itself has a licensed
cafeteria-style restaurant that serves
pastas, quiches, meat pies, salads and
sandwiches. It is open daily during the
summer and on weekends in the win-
ter. For major observing events, it is
usu ally open until 1 a.m. 

A NEW ITEM FOR YOUR 
OBSERVING-LOCALE WISH LIST
“Astronomy is such a big part of this 
region,” says Marie-Georges Bélanger.
“We also have the lakes and mountains,
but for 30 years, astronomy has been
the main reason that people have come
here. You can see something amazing
every day and night—a fox, a deer, a
waterfall, a galaxy.”

My trip to experience stargazing in
Quebec was different from what I had
expected. For an English-speaking sky-
seeker who never managed more than
a C+ in elementary French, this was lit-
erally “where no one has gone before.”

Stargazing on top of Mont Mégantic
on a clear, moonless night is like a love
letter to the night sky. From warm hos-
pitality and incredible interpretive 
experiences to soaring landscapes and
the velvet blackness above La Belle
Province, it’s a love letter I’ll be writing
again soon. ✦

For a more detailed guide to observing, day-

time activities, accommodations and dining

in the Mont Mégantic region, check out Peter

McMahon’s website WildernessAstronomy.com

and click on “Magazine.”

WELL-EQUIPPED OBSERVATORIES

One of the outstanding features at Mont

Mégantic is the two separate observato-

ries, one for public viewing (24-inch tele-

scope, left) and one for scientific research

(63-inch, right).  PHOTOS BY PETER MCMAHON 

  



SCOPING THE SKY

UNDER THE DIPPER’S HANDLE 
�e little constellation Canes Venatici (the hunting dogs of Boötes) sports only two naked-eye stars:

2.9-magnitude alpha (α), better known as Cor Caroli, and 4.2-magnitude beta (β), or Chara. Not far

from these stars lie modest sky treasures you may not know about.  by Ken Hewitt-White
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DURING A RARE RUN OF CLEAR NIGHTS LATE LAST FALL, I trained

my 10-inch f/5.5 Dobsonian on an unexpected celestial interloper, a fifth-

magnitude comet named Lovejoy drifting eastward across Canes Venatici

(CVn) at dawn. Comet Lovejoy passed several interesting stars I’d never noticed before,

plus a couple of Messier galaxies dimly visible despite a high Moon and city light pollution.

Later, with the Moon absent, I explored the region more carefully.

My project began near Chara, because that’s where I found Comet Lovejoy on 

November 22. Almost 3½ degrees west of Chara is 5.9-magnitude 2 CVn, the reddish 

primary of the double star Struve (Σ) 1622. The wee 8.7-magnitude secondary, 11.3 arc

seconds away, shows in my scope at 58x. Another binary, Σ1645, lies roughly 3½º north-

northwest of Chara. Its 7.5- and 8.1-magnitude points, 9.6 arc seconds apart, are easily

resolved at 58x. And it’s hard to miss the sixth-magnitude semiregular variable Y Canum

Venaticorum 4½º north-northeast of Chara. Nicknamed La Superba, this alluring carbon

star blushes deep red in any optics.

By November 23, Comet Lovejoy had moved three degrees east of Chara to share a

ι
Σ1723

17

15

CANES VENATICI

M63

h2639

Cor Caroli

M94

Σ124

16

18

19

Σ1702

ES2643

Chara

Σ1622

α

β

Σ1645
Y

A VARIED DEEP-SKY COLLECTION  

Canes Venatici the hunting dogs is a relatively

recent constellation created in 1687 by Polish

astronomer Johannes Hevelius using some

stars previously included in Ursa Major. (Note

that the objects labelled in grey type in the

main chart are not mentioned in the text.)   

MAIN CHART CARTOGRAPHY BY GLENN LEDREW
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low-power field with a diamondlike aster-

ism of five 8.5-magnitude stars. The dia-

mond’s north side is punctuated by the

wide double ES2643, which features 8.5-

and 8.7-magnitude stars 44 arc seconds

apart. From that pretty pair, it’s a one-

degree nudge south-southeast to the face-

on spiral galaxy M94. Glowing at magni-

tude 8.2 and spanning 14 by 12 arc minutes

of sky, M94 is a prominent, roundish neb-

ulosity that doesn’t yield much detail. In 

my 10-inch reflector at 116x, the galaxy 

appears diffuse around the edge but grows

strongly brighter toward the middle.

Comet Lovejoy didn’t get close to Cor

Caroli, but the alpha star of Canes Vena tici

made my list because it’s an exquisite dou-

ble. At low magnification, I see a pure white

sun embracing an off-white 5.5-magnitude

companion 19 arc seconds away. Cor Caroli

is an optical double, not a true binary. It is

simply two unrelated stars that appear close

together, but this hardly reduces its splen-

dour. Moreover, a bonus binary lies just 

½ degree east. Σ1702 is a pairing of 8.7- and

9.3-magnitude stars 36 arc seconds apart

that can be enjoyed in the same field as 

Cor Caroli. I’ve admired “Cor” many times,

yet that neighbouring double had never

caught my eye. A classic case of telescopic

tunnel vision.

As Lovejoy inched eastward, some Cor-

to-comet sweeps netted other attractions.

For example, 2¾ degrees east of Cor Caroli,

sixth-magnitude 15 CVn and 17 CVn to-

gether make the wide double Σ124. The field

includes seventh-magnitude 16 CVn and, 

⅓ degree westward, the tight binary Σ1723.

Its 7.3- and 8.6-magnitude components seven

arc seconds apart materialize at 107x. A two-

degree hop northeast finds a sizable quartet

of stars that includes sixth-magnitude 19

CVn. It’s a short shift westward from that star

to seventh-magnitude 18 CVn, then one de-

gree to the tricky triple h2639. The orangey

7.5-magnitude primary is no problem, but 

I need the 107x ocular to see its outliers: an

11.2-magnitude star 37 arc seconds away

and a 10.7-magnitude star 17 arc seconds

farther out. A dim and delicate trio!

Backtracking to 19 CVn and pushing al-

most 1¼ degrees northward reveals the gal -

axy M63. Comet Lovejoy passed less than

one degree from this fine spiral on Novem-

ber 25. Glowing at magnitude 8.6, it’s a

slightly inclined system that presents an

elongated form 12 by 7 arc minutes in ex-

tent. Known as the Sunflower Galaxy, M63

seems more like a faint, fuzzy peapod in 

my backyard Dob. At 116x, I perceive a dif-

fuse elliptical mass around a barely brighter

oval core. A ninth-magnitude star off the

galaxy’s western tip is handy for focusing.

Canes Venatici is currently high up at

nightfall. I hope you’ll peruse my “Lovejoy

Collection” even if your scope is small. 

My 4¼-inch f/6 Newtonian pulls in every

object described here. M94 is an easy

catch, while M63 demands about 75x 

before yielding its shape. Similar magni -

fication splits every binary except Σ1723,

which requires at least 130x. I prefer 150x

for the triple h2639—a telescopic toughie

for a warm spring night!  ✦

Contributing editor Ken Hewitt-White has

observed deep-sky fuzzies over southern Brit -

ish Columbia for more than four decades.  



MAY 1 Waxing crescent Moon 5° above

Aldebaran low in evening sky

MAY 3 Waxing crescent Moon 7° below

Jupiter in evening sky

MAY 5 Eta Aquarid meteor shower peaks 

MAY 6 First-quarter Moon

MAY 10 Saturn at opposition (closest 

to Earth for 2014; rising at sunset); 

wax ing gibbous Moon 5° from Mars in

evening sky

MAY 13 Waxing gibbous Moon 3° from

Saturn in evening sky

MAY 14 Full Moon, 3:16 p.m., EDT

MAY 15 Venus and Uranus 1.3° apart this

morning and tomorrow morning, but

very low in twilight; three-week window

for sighting Mercury begins

MAY 21 Last-quarter Moon; Mars stops

westward retrograde motion

MAY 23 � Possible meteor shower 

from Comet 209P/LINEAR tonight (peak

predicted for 2:30 a.m., EDT, on May 24)

MAY 25 � Mercury at greatest angle

(25°) away from Sun in evening sky; 

waning crescent Moon 1° above Venus

low in morning sky

MAY 28 New Moon, 2:40 p.m., EDT

MAY 30 Waxing crescent Moon 7° to 

left of Mercury low in evening sky

MAY 31 � Waxing

crescent Moon 5°

below Jupiter in

evening sky; next

four nights: Moon

and four naked-eye

planets in a line

across evening sky

JUNE 3 � Triple-

shadow transit on

Jupiter in daylight

(2:08 p.m. to 3:44 p.m.,

EDT)

JUNE 5 First-quarter

Moon

JUNE 7 Waxing gibbous

Moon 2° below Mars in

evening sky

JUNE 8 Waxing gibbous Moon

2° from Spica in evening sky

JUNE 10 Waxing gibbous Moon 

5° below Saturn in evening sky

JUNE 13 Full Moon, 12:11 a.m., EDT

JUNE 19 Last-quarter Moon

JUNE 21 Solstice, 6:51 a.m., EDT (summer

officially begins) 

JUNE 24 � Waning crescent Moon 

1° above Venus low in morning sky

JUNE 27 New Moon, 4:08 a.m., EDT

OUR CHART SHOWS the major stars, planets and constellations visible from Canada and the northern United States within

one hour of these times:

EARLY MAY: 11:30 P.M.; LATE MAY: 11 P.M.

EARLY JUNE: 10 P.M.; LATE JUNE: 9 P.M.

THE EDGE OF THE CHART represents the horizon; the overhead point is at centre. On a moonless night in the country,

you will see more stars than are shown here; deep in the city, you will see fewer. The ecliptic is the celestial pathway

of the Moon and planets. The star groups straddling this line are known as the zodiac constellations. The Moon

is shown for selected dates.

USING THE STAR CHART OUTDOORS: The chart is most effective when you use about one-quarter of it at a time,

which roughly equals a comfortable field of view in a given direction. Outdoors, match the horizon compass 

direction on the chart with the actual direction you are facing. Don’t be confused by the east and west points

on the chart lying opposite their location on a map of the Earth. When the chart is held up to match the sky,

with the direction you are facing at the bottom, the chart directions match the com pass points. For best results

when reading the chart outdoors, use a small flashlight heavily dimmed with red plastic or layers of brown

paper. Unfiltered lights greatly reduce night-vision sensitivity.

For more detailed information, see the Observer’s Handbook 2014, 
published by The Royal Astronomical Society of Canada (www.rasc.ca or 888-924-7272).

THE PLANETS

MERCURY reaches its greatest angle away from

the Sun in the evening sky on May 25, when it 

appears as a zero-magnitude “star” low in the

northwestern twilight. The waxing crescent Moon

is about one binocular field to the left of Mercury

on May 30.

VENUS continues to shine brightly in the morning

sky at magnitude –4, rising just before the Sun.

The low angle of the ecliptic places Venus low in

the east, but it rises a little higher each morning

through spring and early summer. The waning

crescent Moon passes 1° from Venus on May 25

and June 24. 

MARS shines brightly in the evening sky as a rust-

hued “star” in Virgo west of Spica, dimming from

magnitude –1.2 to 0 through May and June as

Earth recedes from Mars. The waxing gibbous

Moon passes close to Mars on May 10 and June 7.

JUPITER puts in its final appearance of the year as

it sinks lower into the western evening twilight,

shining at about magnitude –2 in Gemini. The

waxing Moon passes Jupiter on May 3 and May 31.

SATURN reaches opposition on May 10, when it

rises at sunset and is closest and brightest for the

year, at magnitude 0. Look for it as a bright “star” 

in Libra, low in the southeast in the early evening. 

URANUS, at magnitude 5.9, can be found late in

June in Pisces, low in the morning sky. 

NEPTUNE can be seen in the southeast in the 

predawn sky as a 7.9-magnitude object in central

Aquarius, about 4° west of the fourth-magnitude

star Lambda Aquarii.

CELESTIAL CALENDAR

Cartography 

and design by 

Roberta Cooke. 

Base chart data de  rived 

from maps drawn by Roy Bishop 

for the Observ er’s Hand book, 

published by The Royal 

Astro nomical Society of Canada.

STAR CHART for Late Spring

� Impressive or relatively rare astronomical event
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ROTATING NIGHT SKY: During the night, the 

Earth’s rotation on its axis slowly shifts the 

entire sky. This is the same motion that 

swings the Sun on its daily east-to-

west trek. The rotational hub is 

Polaris, the North Star, located 

almost exactly above the 

Earth’s North Pole. Every-

thing majestically 

marches counter- 

 clockwise around 

it, a motion that 

be  comes evident 

after about 

half an hour.

CONSTELLATIONS:

The star groups 

linked by lines are 

the con stellations created 

by our ancestors thousands 

of years ago as a way of mapping 

the night sky. Modern astronomers 

still use the traditional names, which 

give today’s stargazers a per  manent link 

to the sky myths and legends of the past. 
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And don’t forget Saturn
too! Tis season, Saturn

shines at its most 
splendid for 2014

by Alan Dyer

A
FTER A BRUTAL WINTER,

enjoy the welcome return of

warm spring nights by doing a

little planet gazing. All season

long, we have Jupiter, Mars and Saturn in

our evening sky. But for three weeks in 

late May and early June, Mercury rises into

the western twilight for its best evening 

appearance of the year. The short-lived 

addition of Mercury allows us to see four

naked-eye planets at once across the sky, 

a relatively rare evening display. 

This late-spring appearance of Jupiter 

is its exit from the evening sky for 2014. 

But Mars and Saturn are both now at their

best, being close, bright and well placed for

evening viewing. 

At the other end of the night, Venus

shines brightly as a morning “star” all sea-

son and is highlighted by two close con-

junctions with the waning crescent Moon,

on May 25 and June 24. 

Two other unusual events stand out in

the spring-sky calendar: On June 3 at mid-

EXPLORING THE NIGHT SKY

GOOD-BYE WINTER SKY The spring

month of May begins with a farewell to

winter constellations. As April turns to May,

the waxing crescent Moon climbs into 

the evening sky, sliding past Aldebaran, in

Taurus, on April 30 and May 1, then past

Jupiter in Gemini on May 3 and 4. Note

Orion and Sirius disappearing into the 

twilight.  

MAY PLANET MEET-UPS On May 10, the wax-

ing gibbous Moon passes five degrees from Mars;

three nights later, it is three degrees from Saturn,

then at opposition. This is the evening before the 

official day of full Moon, on May 14.  COURTESY STARRY

NIGHT PRO PLUS™/SIMULATION CURRICULUM CORP. (BOTH)
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MOON AND MORNING ‘STAR’ While the evening planets garner most

of the attention this season, Venus presents a brilliant show in the dawn sky.

On May 25 and June 24, the waning crescent Moon shines just one degree

from Venus, producing a scene similar to this morning conjunction of Venus

and the Moon on September 16, 2009.  PHOTO BY ALAN DYER

  



day, three moon shadows are visible on

Jupiter, while on the night of May 23/24, we

may witness a never-before-seen meteor

shower from Comet 209P/LINEAR. Details

of all these night-sky events follow.

MERCURY AT DUSK
Throughout late April, May and June, we

can enjoy fine views of Mars, Jupiter and

Saturn in the evening sky and Venus at

dawn. But to add Mercury to your list of

finds, you must make use of a three-week

window: the last two weeks of May and the

first week of June. In the last half of May,

Mercury comes out from behind the Sun

and rises into the western sky for its best

evening appearance of the year.

Spring is always the best season for

sight ing Mercury in the evening. The eclip-

tic is now angled up at its highest. This

swings Mercury as far from our horizon as

it can get, putting it above any horizon haze

and allowing it to remain in our sky a little

longer between sunset and the time it sets. 

But from Canada, Mercury never ap-

pears much higher than about 15 degrees

(a couple of binocular fields) above the hori -

zon at nightfall. Still, it is surprisingly easy

to see once you know where to look. That’s

because Mercury can be quite bright. On

May 25, when Mercury reaches its greatest

elongation (maximum apparent distance)

away from the Sun, it shines at magnitude

0.4, similar to Arcturus, one of the brightest

stars. A good plan is to sight Mercury with

binoculars about one hour after sunset, low
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THE MOON IN JUNE A close-up of the southern

sky in early June shows the Moon’s passage past

Mars (June 7), Spica (June 8), Saturn (June 10) and

Antares (June 11). On June 12, the Moon is full and

rises in the southeast as the Sun sets in the north-

west.  COURTESY STARRY NIGHT PRO PLUS™/SIMULATION 

CURRICULUM CORP. 

MERCURY AT MAXIMUM The inner planet reaches its greatest angle

away from the Sun, at 25 degrees, on May 25. The relatively steep angle 

of the ecliptic combined with Mercury’s position above the ecliptic place

Mercury higher in our sky than at other evening appearances in the year.

MOON MEETS MERCURY As Mercury begins its descent back toward

the Sun, the waxing Moon rises to pass below the small planet on May 30.

The two worlds lie eight degrees apart, just slightly wider than the field of

view of most low-power binoculars.  

COURTESY STARRY NIGHT PRO PLUS™/SIMULATION CURRICULUM CORP. (ALL THREE)

MOON MEETS JUPITER The next evening, May 31, the waning

crescent Moon slides below Jupiter for a wide conjunction that can

be framed in most binoculars. Find this pair first, then look down and

to the right to spot fainter Mercury.  

Mercury at Greatest Elongation
MAY 25, EVENING SKY
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This season, we can see four naked-eye planets 

across the sky at the same time, but only for 

three weeks in late May and early June, when

Mercury rises into view. Mars is well positioned,

and Saturn reaches its annual opposition on May 10.

Four Planets
AT ONCE

in the west. As long as your western sky is

clear, the inner planet will be easy to pick

out with unaided eyes as the sky darkens.

The binoculars give you a head start.  

A good night to look is May 30, when

the razor-thin crescent Moon appears be -

low Mercury, with the two cratered and air-

less worlds separated by just over a binoc-

ular field. 

JUPITER IN THE WEST
In your hunt for Mercury, donÕt be fooled

by Jupiter. It can be seen in the west at dusk

each night, shining brighter than Mercury

and higher. As it has all winter, Jupiter 

remains in Gemini this spring, a brilliant

object below GeminiÕs twin stars of Castor

and Pollux. 

Jupiter was at opposition in early Janu-

ary and is now winding up its eve ning ap-

pearance for 2014. By the end of June, it

will be too low and lost in the twilight for a

decent view. So check out Jupiter in April

or early May if you want a good look at the

giant planet through your telescope. 

The waxing Moon passes Jupiter on

May 3 and again on May 31, though nei-

ther is a close conjunction. 

MARS IN THE SOUTH
If you havenÕt seen Mars so far this spring,

be sure to look in May. Mars is now well

placed for observing high in the south as

soon as it gets dark. No more waiting

around until the wee hours of the morning

for a good view. 

THE VIEW FROM ABOVE On May 10, the Sun, Earth and Saturn form a line across the solar

system. Saturn lies opposite the Sun and closest to Earth for the year, which means Saturn 

appears as bright to the naked eye and as large in a telescope as it can get. This spring, Earth is

also receding from slower-moving Mars—Mars was at opposition a month earlier, on April 8.

Jupiter and Mercury lie on the side of the solar system that places them low in our evening sky.

Venus is on the other

side of the solar sys-

tem, placing it in our

eastern morning sky.

COURTESY THESKYX™/

SOFTWARE BISQUE 
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Where the Planets Are
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THE VIEW FROM EARTH At the very end of May and in early June,

watch the waxing Moon slide past the four evening planets: Mercury

on May 30, Jupiter on May 31, Mars on June 7 and Saturn on June 10.

Two great nights for seeing all the planets are June 3 and 4, when 

the Moon sits between Jupiter and Mars and near Regulus. The parade 

of worlds across the sky allows us to neatly visualize the ecliptic, the

imaginary line that represents the plane of the solar system and the

planetary orbits. By the end of the first week of June, Mercury will have

dropped too low to see, leaving us just three planets in the evening sky.  

COURTESY STARRY NIGHT PRO PLUS™/SIMULATION CURRICULUM CORP. 

  



But as with Jupiter, look as early in May

as you can for a telescopic view. Earth is

quickly pulling away from Mars after our

close approach to the red planet in mid-

April. May begins with the Martian disc

still a respectable 14.5 arc seconds across,

making it easier to sight some of the elusive

dark markings on the Martian surface and

its white polar cap.

Through May and June, the disc of Mars

shrinks in size, making it increasingly more

difficult to see features on its surface. By the

third week of June, the Martian disc drops

below the 10-arc-second threshold often

considered the minimum size for most 

observers to see much on the planet with 

a modest-sized telescope. 

For planet observing, allow at least half

an hour for your telescope to cool to the

ambient night-air temperature. We won’t

get another good look at Mars until sum-

mer 2016, so make use of this year’s late-

April/early-May Mars observing window.

But even without a telescope, you can

still enjoy Mars this spring. Watch as it

stops its westward retrograde motion on

May 21 and begins to move east toward 

the blue-white star Spica. As we retreat

from Mars, it dims from magnitude –1.2 

on May 1 to magnitude 0 on June 30. 

The waxing Moon passes by Mars on

May 10 and again on June 7. The latter con-

junction is the most impressive, with Mars

and the Moon just over two degrees apart,

close enough to be contained in a very

wide-field telescope. 

SATURN IN THE SOUTHEAST
Following about two to three hours behind

Mars is Saturn. The ringed planet reaches

a milestone this season as it comes to op-

position on May 10, when Saturn then lies

opposite the Sun and is closest to Earth for

2014. At that time, Saturn is at its brightest

to the naked eye (at magnitude 0, dimmer

than Mars) and appears largest in a tele-
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SEE MARS AT ITS BEST As May
begins, Mars is still near its closest
point to Earth for the next two years,
presenting a disc 14.5 arc seconds
across. Some of the most interesting
and obvious features are also turned
toward us, in North America. On May 1
at midnight, EDT (10 p.m., MDT), the
regions of dark volcanic rock called
Syrtis Major and Mare Tyrrhenum are
front and centre (top left). 

As Mars rotates through the night,
Syrtis Major moves toward the east-
ern evening limb of Mars. Three hours
later, by 3 a.m., EDT (1 a.m., MDT), 
the dark markings Sabaeus Sinus,
Meridiani Sinus and Mare Acidalium
are turning into view on the morning
limb of the planet (top right). 

After early May, the side of Mars
turned toward us in the early evening
becomes increasingly blank and less
interesting, so, if possible, make your
first clear night in May (or late April) 
a Mars night. At any time this season,
look for the bright north polar cap,
now tipped toward us and the Sun 
as Mars experiences summer in its
northern hemisphere. The cap itself
may be small, having shrunk in 
the summer warmth, but it is often
covered in white haze and clouds.
Overall, keep in mind that these illus-
trations show the maximum detail
visible with excellent telescope optics
under perfect seeing conditions. 

The photo (above right) was taken
under such conditions two months
before Mars opposition, when the
planet was 9.9 arc seconds in appar-
ent diameter. The north polar cap 
is prominent as well as Sabaeus and
Acidalium. COURTESY STARRY NIGHT PRO PLUS™/

SIMULATION CURRICULUM CORP. (TOP PAIR); PHOTO BY

ANDREW KWON (BOTT OM)
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Check out our web page at 

www.rasc.ca
ON-LINE REGISTRATION 
OPENS MARCH 1, 2014

The Victoria Centre of 
The Royal Astronomical Society of Canada

invites you to join us in Victoria, B.C.,

June 26-29, 2014, for the 

Annual General Assembly of the RASC

WIDE-RANGING SCIENTIFIC PROGRAM 
AND PAPER PRESENTATIONS

Guest Speakers
Dr. Laura Ferrarese

Bob McDonald of Quirks & Quarks

Author Peter Broughton

• Accommodations at the University of Victoria

• Tours of the Dominion Astrophysical Observatory, 

cultural program and Victoria City tours, 

whale watching, The Butchart Gardens and shopping

• Alaskan cruises and Vancouver Island vacations 

are available for attendees and can be arranged 

before and after the General Assembly
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North Frontenac has some of the most southerly
dark skies in Canada. “The Dark Triangle” 
encompasses four counties: Frontenac, Lennox 
& Addington, Hastings and Renfrew.  For people
in southern Canada and the northeastern U.S.,
this is likely the best view of the night sky and 
the Milky Way you will experience. 

The Dark Sky Preserve is a public space with
amenities, including parking, a washroom, 
electrical service and a
concrete pad, where
anyone can set up 
a telescope and
enjoy the dark skies.

Road 506

Road 509

Hwy 41
(44.91791, -76.93947)

For more information about the Dark Sky Preserve 
call 1-800-234-3953 or visit NorthFrontenac.com

North Frontenac Township 
Dark Sky Preserve/ 

Stargazing Pad
5816 Road 506, Plevna, 

Ontario, Canada

“Four Seasons, 
More Reasons”

Saturday, May 3, 10a.m. -6p.m. • Sunday, May 4, 10a.m. -4p.m.

SEMINARS AND SPEAKERS: Something for everyone — from families with kids to seasoned experts — and
basic Choosing Your First Telescope to Advanced Astrophotography. All FREE with a general-admission ticket!

ACCOMMODATIONS: This is a 2-day event. We have arranged special overnight 
accommodations only 100 metres from the show entrance. $ 79.95 for a 2-bedroom suite, 

which includes continental breakfast, internet and parking.

EXHIBITORS: New additions, including some “big-name” manufacturers, 
plus all of last year’s exhibitors will be back. Check our website for new exhibitor announcements.

SOLAR OBSERVING: Stephen Ramsden of the Charlie Bates Solar Astronomy Project has teamed up with
Lunt Solar Systems to put on an impressive solar outreach program that will run all day Saturday and Sunday.

Even more door/raffle prizes (last year’s were $15k+), plus a Silent Auction for some big-ticket items! 

David Braley Athletic & Recreation Centre, Mohawk College,
135 Fennell Avenue W., Hamilton, ON  L9C 1E9

Hosted by RASC Hamilton Centre. Updates on events, exhibitors, speakers and seminars at

www.astrocats.ca

C A T S
Canadian Astronomy Telescope Show

ASTRO
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EXPLORE SATURN IN SPRING With Saturn now closest to Earth and well placed for evening viewing, dust off your
tele scope and take a look. Use your finderscope and a low-power eyepiece to centre the planet first. Then switch to a
higher-power eyepiece (100x to 200x) to enjoy the splendid view.

SATURN AND ITS RINGS The northern face of Saturn’s rings

and the northern hemisphere of the planet itself are tipped to -

ward us at an angle of 21 to 22 degrees this season, presenting the

classic view of the ringed planet—what many veteran amateur 

astronomers consider the most impressive telescopic sight in the

heavens. Most telescopes should reveal the dark Cassini’s division

separating the A and B rings. The dusky C, or crepe, ring may be

visible as a grey band crossing the disc of the planet. Look for 

subtle cloud belts in the atmosphere and a darker polar region 

at Saturn’s north pole. The best views of Saturn will be when it is 

highest in the sky, due south, at 11 p.m. to midnight.  

COURTESY THESKYX™/SOFTWARE BISQUE (BOTH)

AN APP FOR SATURN To figure out which Saturn moons are

which on any given night, use a mobile app. Many planetarium pro-

grams allow you to zoom in on Saturn to identify its moons. But 

Software Bisque’s free single-purpose Gas Giants app (for Apple iOS

devices) is easy to use at the telescope with simple controls for slid-

ing through time or flipping the image to simulate your eyepiece

view. On Jupiter, it displays shadow and moon transits on the disc,

nicely simulating the June 3 triple-shadow transit, for example.

SATURN AND ITS MOONS A telescope

will reveal Saturn surrounded by several of

its moons, which change position nightly 

as they revolve around the planet. The illus-

tration at left depicts how the moons are

arranged on May 10, the night Saturn is at

opposition. Titan, at magnitude 8, is visible

in any telescope. While it is the largest and

brightest Saturnian satellite, Titan can be

quite far from the planet and easy to mis-

take for a background star. Tenth-magni-

tude Rhea is the next brightest and can be

spotted even in a 70mm telescope. Dione

and Tethys, at magnitude 10.5 and closer to

Saturn, require at least a 100mm telescope.

Tiny and faint Mimas and Enceladus, orbit-

ing closer to the bright rings, are a challeng-

ing sighting even with a 300mm telescope.

scope (at 18 arc seconds across, Saturn’s

disc is a little bigger than the Martian disc).

When a planet is at opposition, it rises

at sunset and lies due south in the middle

of the night. On May 10, Saturn rises about

9 p.m. and shines due south around 1 a.m.,

local time (not midnight), now that most of

Canada is on daylight time.

For the best telescopic view of Saturn,

plan to wait up until the planet is as high 

as it can get for the night. Through the

spring and summer, that time—when Sat-

urn “transits” the meridian—comes earlier

and earlier each night. By the end of June,

Saturn lies due south at nightfall. By July, 

it is already sinking into the southwest as

the sky darkens. Our short summer nights

and Saturn’s low altitude in Libra conspire

to make our prime season for Saturn view-

ing very short, indeed. May and June are it!

VENUS AT DAWN
While the evening sky is populated with

planets, the dawn sky has but one naked-eye

planet. But it is a good one. Venus is the

brightest night-sky object after the Moon and

stands out as a beautiful morning “star.” The

planet shines at about magnitude –4, down

from its peak brilliance of magnitude –4.9

in mid-February but still impressive. 

Venus has been hugging the horizon all

CassiniÕs 
division

A ring

B ring
C ring

North pole

Cloud belts

Saturn at Opposition
MAY 10, WITH PLANET DETAILS

Saturn at Opposition
MAY 10, WITH MOONS

Tethys

Rhea

Titan

Enceladus

Dione

Mimas

  



winter and early spring, but this season, it

climbs a little higher in the east as the eclip-

tic starts to angle up higher into the dawn

sky. Even so, you’ll need to look low in the

east between 4 and 5 a.m., local time, about

30 to 60 minutes before sunrise. 

Through a telescope,

Venus appears like a small

gibbous Moon, with a disc

shrinking from 17 to 12

arc seconds across, simi -

lar to the apparent size of

Mars. But unlike Mars,

Venus’s thick clouds en-

sure that it appears fea-

tureless in any telescope.

The real attraction

with Venus is its naked-

eye appearance in the 

twilight. Add the nearby

crescent Moon, and you have the makings 

of a wonderful nightscape photograph.

Mark the mornings of May 25 and June 24

on your calendar for two suitable photo ops

when the waning Moon passes just one 

degree from Venus. 

A SURPRISE METEOR SHOWER
Spring is usually a poor time for meteor

showers. This season, only the Eta Aquar-

ids, peaking on the night of May 5/6, rank

among the year’s major annual showers.

Caused by dust from the infamous Comet

Halley, the Eta Aquarids always get press

coverage. But the reality is that for those of

us at northern latitudes, the Eta Aquarids

are a sparse and disappointing shower.

Just the opposite applies to an unusual

meteor shower predicted for later in May.

The night to circle is May 23/24, the Friday

night/early Saturday morning of the Vic -

toria Day long weekend. For two to three

hours centred on roughly 12:30 a.m., MDT

(2:30 a.m., EDT), on May 24, we could see

100 to 400 meteors per hour shooting out

of the northern sky. 

DAWN CONJUNCTIONS The

waning crescent Moon passes by

Venus twice this season, on May 25

and June 24. On both mornings,

they are separated by only one 

degree (two Moon diameters). Their

low altitude in the twilight presents

an excellent photo opportunity for

those willing to rise before the Sun

and seek out a photogenic setting.  

COURTESY STARRY NIGHT PRO PLUS™/

SIMULATION CURRICULUM CORP. (BOTH)

A METEOR’S-EYE VIEW Russian meteor

scientist Mikhail Maslov prepared this map

showing Earth as seen from the perspective of

the meteor particles entering the Earth’s atmo -

sphere from high above our north pole. Notice

how western Canada is the best place on Earth

to see the “LINEARid” meteor shower, combin-

ing darkness, no Moon and high altitude of the

radiant point.  AFTER MIKHAIL MASLOV (HTTP://FERAJ.

NAROD.RU/RADIANTS/PREDICTIONS/209P-IDS2014ENG.HTML)
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Waning Moon Near Venus
MAY 25, MORNING SKY
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Meteor Shower Viewing Areas
MAY 24, 3:20 A.M., EDT (1:20 A.M., MDT)

Waning Moon Near Venus
JUNE 24, MORNING SKY
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no Moon
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horizon
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THE DAYTIME CHALLENGE The scene below depicts the sky in midtransit as

seen from Manitoba, with the Sun almost due south. From eastern Canada, the Sun

will be in the southwest and Jupiter due south. But no matter where you are, Jupiter

will lie about 37 degrees east (to the left) of the Sun. 

You might stumble across the planet by scanning around or by offsetting (care-

fully!) from the Sun using setting circles. However, the best way to locate Jupiter 

during the day is to use a GoTo telescope you have aligned and left in position the

previous night. Park or hibernate it at the end of the night, then wake it up on June 3.

It should slew to Jupiter. But be careful to keep the optics covered at first in case 

the telescope sweeps across the Sun. Also, leave a low-power eyepiece in place and 

focused from the night before. If Jupiter is even slightly out of focus, it will be invisible.

COURTESY STARRY NIGHT PRO PLUS™/SIMULATION CURRICULUM CORP. 

While Mars and Saturn get all the attention this spring, Jupiter presents one last show before

it drops behind the Sun. On Tuesday, June 3, three of its moonsÑEuropa, Ganymede and

CallistoÑcast their shadows onto the cloudtops of Jupiter in a rare triple-shadow transit.

The last time this happened was October 12, 2013, in an event visible only from eastern

North America. The next triple-shadow transit on Jupiter will be on the night of January 23/24, 2015, and will be

visible from all of North America. After that, there isnÕt another triple-shadow transit until 2032.

There is a catch with the June 3 event, however. While all of North America can see it, it occurs in the middle of the day! YouÕll

need very clear deep blue skies to see Jupiter in a telescope. But it can be done. 

Tree Shadows

AT ONCE

SHADOW-TRANSIT TRIO The triple-shadow transit

begins at 2:08 p.m., EDT (1:08 p.m., CDT; 12:08 p.m., MDT;

11:08 a.m., PDT), when the shadow of Ganymede joins

the shadows of Europa and Callisto, which are already

on the disc. (Europa’s shadow entered the disc an hour

earlier, at 1:08 p.m., EDT). All three shadows remain on

the disc until 3:44 p.m., EDT (2:44 p.m., CDT; 1:44 p.m.,

MDT; 12:44 p.m., PDT), when the shadow of Callisto

exits the disc. Europa’s shadow departs the disc just

nine minutes later, at 3:53 p.m., EDT.

With Jupiter in the daytime sky, the contrast will be

very low. Jupiter will appear as a pale disc barely visible

against the bright sky background. However, the 

shadows are dark and may stand out under high-power

scrutiny. The shadows of Ganymede and Callisto are 

the largest. Europa’s small shadow may be tough to

sight. Using a red or an orange filter will help darken 

the sky. The bigger the telescope, the better the view.   

COURTESY THESKYX™/SOFTWARE BISQUE

SHADOW TRANSIT When one of Jupiter’s moons

casts its shadow on the giant planet’s cloudy surface, 

it looks like a black bullet hole. Moon shadows are easy

to see at magnifications of 80x or more. The bigger the

telescope, the better. To find out when shadow transits

are occurring, see tables in the RASC’s Observer’s Hand-

book (see note, bottom of page 28). The very rare triple

transit shown below is a daytime event and is more 

difficult to observe due to the lower contrast. Jupiter’s

famous Red Spot can be seen in photo at left, appear-

ing as a light salmon colour. It is somewhat more dis-

tinctive this year than it has been in the past few years.

PHOTO BY DANIEL BORCARD 

Moon

Ecliptic

Shadow-Transit Sky
JUNE 3, 2 P.M., CDT, FROM MANITOBA

Venus

SOUTHSE SW

Jupiter
Mercury

SUN

37°

Callisto

Triple-Shadow Transit 
JUNE 3, 3 P.M., EDT A2 P.M., CDTB

Europa
Ganymede

Callisto shadow

Europa shadow
Io

Ganymede shadow

  



The source is Comet 209P/LINEAR, last

seen in 2009 and returning this May. The

comet is expected to remain dimmer than

11th magnitude as it moves quickly south

through Ursa Major into Leo. However, its

dust may produce an interesting show.

Several scientists, among them Quanzhi

Ye and Paul Wiegert of the University of

Western Ontario, have modelled the dust

streams cast off by 209P/LINEAR over the

past two centuries during its returns every

five years. They have found that Earth will

pass through several of these dust streams

on May 24, possibly resulting in a visible

meteor shower. Other researchers initially

estimated rates as high as a storm level of

1,000 meteors per hour.

But new research by Ye and Wiegert 

has downplayed the estimates to a still 

respectable 200 meteors per hour, though

only under ideal dark-sky viewing condi-

tions. Even the best annual meteor showers,

such as the Perseids and Geminids, don’t

achieve those numbers. What’s more, Ye

and Wiegert expect the stream will be dom-

inated by large dust particles, yielding lots

of bright meteors. We hope!

While predicting unusual meteor out-

bursts has become far more accurate in 

recent years, there is still room for error.

After all, Comet LINEAR wasn’t discovered

until February 2004, by the automated 

Lincoln Near-Earth Asteroid Research tele -

scope, thus its name, LINEAR. However,

the dust particles that will produce the pre-

dicted meteor shower were ejected by the

comet during its returns from 1979 to as far

back as 1798. 

As Paul Wiegert told SkyNews: “The big

uncertainty is whether the comet was pro-

ducing dust and, if so, in what quantity 

during those early returns. If it sputtered

out for a few hours 150 years ago, which we

would never know, we could end up going

through a lull in the trail. Or the reverse

could happen too. Meteor showers are

nothing if not unpredictable.”

What we do know is that the shower’s

predicted peak hour is perfectly timed for

viewing from North America, where it will

be dark. The waning crescent Moon doesn’t

rise until about 3 a.m., local time, so its light

won’t interfere, at least from western Can -

ada. While our Canadian night will be

shorter than that in more southerly lati-

tudes, we have the advantage that the radi-

ant point of the shower, which is located in

the northern constellation Camelopar da lis,

will be higher in our sky. That will allow us

to see more meteors than American meteor

watchers will see (except those in southern

Alaska). Indeed, some enthusiasts are plan-

ning trips north to western Canada to take

in the potential show.

So our prospects are good. To see this

shower, head to dark skies on the Friday

night of the long weekend in May. Lie back

in a comfy lawn chair, and start looking

north as soon as it gets dark, just in case the

predicted timing is off. But don’t fall asleep!

If predictions hold true, the real show may

not start until after midnight for those in

the Mountain time zone, or 2 a.m. for those

in the Eastern time zone. 

With the annual Perseid meteor shower

of August washed out by the full Moon this

year and the Geminids of December always

beset by frigid weather, this outburst of 

LINEARid meteors (let’s not call them the

Camelopardalids!) could be the best meteor

shower of 2014. ✦

Orbit of Earth

Comet 209/LINEAR Orbit

SUN
Mercury

Venus

Earth (May 24)

Orbit of Comet LINEAR
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METEOR SHOWER SKY Should the predicted outburst of meteors

arise from Comet 209P/LINEAR, they will appear to radiate from the ob-

scure constellation Camelopardalis the giraffe, from a point near Polaris,

high in the north. Canadian observers have an advantage. From our lati-

tude, the shower’s radiant point lies higher in the sky than from southern

latitudes, allowing us to see more meteors—if they appear!

INTERSECTING ORBITS On May 24,

Earth crosses the orbit of Comet 209P/

LINEAR, which is tilted at an angle of 21 

degrees to the Earth’s orbital plane. The

comet itself, however, will be 11.3 million

kilometres from Earth on May 24 and 

will never get closer to us than 8.3 million

kilometres (on May 29) at this return. So 

ignore the inevitable “end of the world”

warnings on the Internet of Earth colliding

with a comet. During any meteor shower,

only fine dust hits Earth, and all of it burns

up in the atmosphere.  

COURTESY THESKYX™/SOFTWARE BISQUE (BOTH)

NORTH

Radiant Point
Polaris

CAMELOPARDALIS

URSA MAJOR

Comet LINEAR Meteors
MAY 24, 1 A.M., LOCAL TIME

NW

URSA MINOR

NE

Mars
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COSMIC FRONTIERS

OUR PLACE IN THE UNIVERSE
AMONG THE COUNCIL OF GIANTS
Where are we among the galaxies beyond the Local Group?

FOR SEVERAL GENERATIONS,

astronomers have known that our

Milky Way Galaxy and its com-

panion galaxy, Andromeda, are the domi-

nant members of a small group of galaxies

called the Local Group, which is about

three million light-years across. Less well

known are the structure and composition

of the next step beyond the Local Group—

the galaxies deeper into our immediate

neighbourhood in the universe.

Now, a paper by astronomer Marshall

McCall of York University in Toronto, pub-

lished in the March Monthly Notices of the

Royal Astronomical Society (U.K.), maps

out bright galaxies within 35 million light-

years of Earth, offering an expanded pic-

ture of what lies beyond our doorstep. 

“All bright galaxies within 20 million

light-years, including us, are organized in 

a Local Sheet 34 million light-years wide

and only 1.5 million light-years thick,” says

McCall. “The Milky Way and Andromeda

are encircled by 12 large galaxies arranged

in a ring about 24 million light-years across.

This Council of Giants stands in gravita-

tional judgment of the Local Group by re-

stricting its range of influence.”

McCall says 12 of the 14 giants in the

Local Sheet, including the Milky Way and

Andromeda, are spiral galaxies that have

highly flattened discs in which stars are

forming. Backyard astronomers are likely

familiar with four prominent spirals in the

Council: M81, M83, M64 and NGC253. 

The Council contains two puffy ellipti-

cal galaxies whose stellar bulks were laid

down long ago. Intriguingly, the two ellip-

ticals sit on opposite sides of the Council.

Stellar winds expelled in the earliest phases

of their development might have shep-

herded gas toward the Local Group, thereby

helping to build the discs of the Milky Way

and Andromeda.

McCall also examined how galaxies in

the Council are spinning. He notes that 

unexpectedly, the spin axes of the Council

giants are arranged around a small circle on

the sky. This unusual alignment might have

been set up by gravitational torques im-

posed by the Milky Way and Andromeda

when the universe was smaller.

The boundary defined by the Council

has led to insights about the conditions that

led to the formation of the Milky Way. Most

important, only a very small enhancement

in the density of matter in the universe ap-

pears to have been required to produce the

Local Group. To arrive at such an orderly

arrangement as the Local Sheet and its

Council, it seems that nearby galaxies must

have developed within a preexisting sheet-

like foundation composed primarily of

dark matter.

“Recent surveys of the more distant 

universe have revealed that galaxies lie in

sheets and filaments with large regions of

empty space called voids in between,” says

McCall. “The geometry is like that of a

sponge. What the new map reveals is that

structure akin to that seen on large scales

extends down to the smallest.” ✦

THE LOCAL SHEET OF GALAXIES 

A dozen large galaxies are arranged in a

ring around the Milky Way and Andromeda

Galaxies. Canadian astronomer Marshall

McCall thinks this structure dates back to

the early universe.  COURTESY YORK UNIVERSITY

Local Sheet

ALL BRIGHT GALAXIES NEARER THAN 
20 MILLION LIGHT-YEARS

SIDE VIEW

You Are Here

Milky Way

Andromeda

Large Galaxy

Small Galaxy

Milky Way

Andromeda

Large Galaxy

Small Galaxy

You Are Here

ALL BRIGHT GALAXIES NEARER THAN 
20 MILLION LIGHT-YEARS

TOP VIEW

Council

of Giants

  



FOUR MILLION SUNS

Omega Centauri is the largest and

most massive globular cluster grav -

itationally bound to our Milky Way

Galaxy. Invisible from Canada and

much of the United States, it is a

splendid sight in any telescope used

from the southern hemisphere. This

stunning VST image is one of the

finest ever obtained of the entire

colossal swarm of suns.  

COURTESY EUROPEAN SOUTHERN OBSERVATORY
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VST SURVEY TELESCOPE

Awesome Eye

T
HE VST Survey Telescope is a

2.6-metre (103-inch) wide-field

optical survey telescope atop

Cerro Paranal, Chile. The larg -

est telescope in the world dedicated to 

imaging the universe in visible light, it fea-

tures an f/5.5 modified Ritchey-Chrétien

optical layout, a three-lens wide-field cor-

rector, an active primary and secondary

mirror and a precision altazimuth mount-

ing. With a corrected field of view of 

one square degree (equivalent to four full

Moons) and the excellent seeing condi-

tions achievable at the Cerro Paranal site,

it is arguably the most powerful astrograph

ever built. 

The only instrument on this telescope

is the OmegaCAM, a massive-format (268

megapixels) CCD camera fixed to the Cas -

segrain focus. The telescope is, effectively,

a giant digital camera. The active primary

mirror and the 37-inch secondary mirror

offer state-of-the-art compensation for

most of the distortions caused by the tur-

bulence in the Earth’s atmosphere above

the observatory. This results in pinpoint

star images, as seen in the Omega Centauri

portrait at left and in the Lagoon Nebula

panorama on pages 44-45. 

The new telescope’s main function is

imaging the night sky over large areas to

greater resolution than ever before. The

VST will seek trans-Neptunian objects 

and search for extrasolar planets transiting

other stars. Farther afield, the VST will 

target medium-redshift supernovas to help

pin down the cosmic distance scale and 

refine the expansion of the universe. The

facility is operated by the European South-

ern Observatory, a consortium of 16 na-

tions that share the costs and benefits of

pooling expertise and resources.

A new 103-inch imaging telescope begins work. Stationed beside four 8-metre giants 

in northern Chile, the VST Survey Telescope is the world’s largest instrument dedicated 

to visible-light imaging. Early pictures are impressive.  by Terence Dickinson

MOONLIT OBSERVATORY

The compact 103-inch VST is housed

in a modern-style research observa-

tory with large shutters (right) that

allow air circulation to improve see-

ing. The bright streak at upper left 

is the Moon passing in front of the

observing slit during the exposure.  

COURTESY EUROPEAN SOUTHERN OBSERVATORY
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LAGOON NEBULA (M8)

A combination of the excellent seeing

in the high desert of Chile’s Atacama

plus the superb wide-field optics of

the VST result in spectacular imagery,

as seen here in the 100-light-year-

wide star-birth nebula in Sagittarius.  

COURTESY EUROPEAN SOUTHERN OBSERVATORY

  



May 3-4

ASTROCATS (Canadian Astronomy 

Telescope Show)

Astronomy trade show and conference, 

including a Solar Star Party, held in the 

David Braley Athletic & Recreation Centre

at Mohawk College in Hamilton, Ontario.

Organizer: Hamilton Centre/RASC

Contact: Gary Bennett, 2266 Lakeshore

Road. W., Oakville, ON  L6L 1G8

Tel: 416-567-6017

E-mail: gary.bennett@astrocats.ca

Website: www.astrocats.ca

June 25-28

STARGAZING MANITOULIN STAR PARTY

Gordon’s Park Dark Sky Preserve

(on Manitoulin Island), Ontario

Organizer: Gordon’s Park

Contact: Rita Gordon, Manager,

18777 Hwy. 6, Tehkummah,

Manitoulin Island, ON  P0P 2C0

Tel: 705-859-2470

E-mail: rita@gordonspark.com

Website: www.gordonspark.com

June 26-29

NEW MOON IN JUNE STAR PARTY

Mew Lake Campground (in Algonquin 

Provincial Park), Ontario

Organizer: Toronto Centre/RASC

Contact: Lillian or Robert Chapman, 

PO Box 67, Sundridge, ON  P0A 1Z0 

Tel: 705-386-7087

E-mail: bobandlil14@gmail.com

Website: www.toronto.rasc.ca

July 24-27

GATEWAY TO THE UNIVERSE

Marten River Provincial Park, Ontario

Organizer: North Bay Astronomy Club

Contact: Dave Roscoe or Lillian Chapman, 

c/o 1192 Airport Road., 

North Bay, ON  P1B 8G2

Tel: 705-497-9018

E-mail: droscoe@cogeco.ca

or: bobandlil14@gmail.com

Website: www.gatewaytotheuniverse.org

August 8-12

PERSEIDS PARTY

Gordon’s Park Dark Sky Preserve

(on Manitoulin Island), Ontario

Organizer: Gordon’s Park

Contact: Rita Gordon, Manager,

18777 Hwy. 6, Tehkummah,

Manitoulin Island, ON  P0P 2C0

Tel: 705-859-2470

E-mail: rita@gordonspark.com

Website: www.gordonspark.com

August 16 (one evening only)

CHARLESTON LAKE ASTRONOMY NIGHT

Charleston Lake Provincial Park

(near Brockville), Ontario

Astro-talk at 8:30 p.m.,

followed by telescope viewing

Organizer: Park staff

Tel: 613-659-2065

August 21-24

10TH INTERNATIONAL VIDEO 

ASTRONOMY STAR PARTY

Johnstown (near Prescott), Ontario

Organizer: Ottawa Valley Astronomy 

& Observers Group

Contact: Rock Mallin

Tel: 613-749-7592

E-mail: mallincam@gmail.com

August 21-24

STARFEST

River Place Park (RR 3, Ayton), Ontario

Organizer: North York Astronomical 

Association

Contact: Tony Ward

E-mail: Starfest@nyaa.ca

Website: www.nyaa.ca

August 29-September 1

MANITOULIN STAR PARTY

Gordon’s Park Dark Sky Preserve

(on Manitoulin Island), Ontario

Organizer: Gordon’s Park

Contact: Rita Gordon, Manager,

18777 Hwy. 6, Tehkummah,

Manitoulin Island, ON  P0P 2C0

Tel: 705-859-2470

E-mail: rita@gordonspark.com

Website: www.gordonspark.com

September 19-21

THE ROC (Le Rendez-vous des 

observateurs du ciel)

Saint-Romain, Quebec

Organizers: Pierre Tournay, 

Normand Fullum, Rachelle Leger, 

Sylvain Picard and Mario Lebel

Contact: Pierre Tournay, 

71 Macaulay Lane, Hudson, QC  J0P 1H0

Tel: 450-458-7050

Fax: 514-421-4167

E-mail: pierret@aei.ca

Website: www.roc-qc.net

Dark night skies, telescope viewing and talks for back-

yard astronomers are the feature attractions at gather-

ings across Canada this summer. All events are open to

everyone. Contact organizers for further details, such

as accommodations and fees.

STAR PARTY 

CALENDAR

Summer 2014

June 6-8

KOUCHIBOUGUAC STAR GAZE

Kouchibouguac National Park,

New Brunswick

Organizer: New Brunswick Centre/RASC

Contact: June MacDonald, 265 Somerset 

Street #1, Saint John, NB  E2K 2Y1

Tel: 506-634-0931

E-mail: junie@nbnet.nb.ca 

Website: www.nb.rasc.ca

July 18-20

CAMPING & OBSERVING WEEKEND (COW)

Mactaquac Provincial Park,

New Brunswick

Organizer: New Brunswick Centre/RASC

Contact: June MacDonald, 265 Somerset 

Street #1, Saint John, NB  E2K 2Y1

Tel: 506-634-0931

E-mail: junie@nbnet.nb.ca 

Website: www.nb.rasc.ca

August 1-3

BUTTER POT STAR PARTY

Butter Pot Provincial Park

(near St. John’s), Newfoundland

Organizer: St. John’s Centre/RASC

Contact: Randy Dodge, 206 Frecker Drive,

St. John’s, NL  A1E 5H9

Tel: 709-745-2903

E-mail: info@stjohnsrasc.ca

Website: www.stjohnsrasc.ca

August 1-3

MT. CARLETON ASTRONOMY WEEKEND

Mount Carleton Provincial Park,

New Brunswick

Organizer: New Brunswick Centre/RASC

Contact: June MacDonald, 265 Somerset 

Street #1, Saint John, NB  E2K 2Y1

Tel: 506-634-0931

E-mail: junie@nbnet.nb.ca 

Website: www.nb.rasc.ca

August 22-24

NOVA EAST

Smileys Provincial Park 

(near Windsor), Nova Scotia

Organizer: Halifax Centre/RASC

Contact: Blair MacDonald, 

106 Spruce View Drive, 

Bedford, NS  B4A 3Y3

E-mail: novaeast2014@rasc.ca  

Website: http://halifax.rasc.ca/ne

August 29-31

FUNDY STAR GAZE

Fundy National Park, New Brunswick

Organizer: New Brunswick Centre/RASC

Contact: June MacDonald, 

265 Somerset Street #1, 

Saint John, NB  E2K 2Y1

Tel: 506-634-0931

E-mail: junie@nbnet.nb.ca 

Website: www.nb.rasc.ca

ATLANTIC CANADA

CENTRAL CANADA
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May 31

BEYOND THE BIG DIPPER

Rock Creek Campground, in Grasslands 

National Park (East Block), Saskatchewan

Organizer: Grasslands National Park

Contact: Brenda Peterson, PO Box 150, 

Val Marie, SK  S0N 2T0

Tel: 306-476-2018 or 877-345-2257

E-mail: grasslands.info@pc.gc.ca

Website: 

www.parkscanada.gc.ca/grasslands

June 26-29

THE ROYAL ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY 

OF CANADA 

RASC General Assembly 2014

Astronomy convention held on the 

campus of the University of Victoria, 

in Victoria, British Columbia

Organizer: Victoria Centre/RASC

Website: http://victoria.rasc.ca/2014ga

July 4-6

ALBERTA STAR-B-Q

Eccles Ranch Observatory (north of

Caroline), Alberta

Organizer: Calgary Centre/RASC

Contact: Roland Dechesne

Website: http://calgary.rasc.ca/starbq.htm

July 26-August 3

MOUNT KOBAU STAR PARTY

Summit of Mount Kobau (near Osoyoos), 

British Columbia

Organizer: Mount Kobau Astronomical

Society

Contact: Jim Failes, PO Box 20119 TCM, 

Kelowna, BC  V1Y 9H2

Tel: 250-763-6962

E-mail: info@mksp.ca

Website: www.mksp.ca

August 15

ASTRONOMY IN THE PARK

Porpoise Bay Provincial Park, Sechelt,

British Columbia. 

Organizer: Sunshine Coast Centre/RASC 

Contact: Justin French, 5711 Nickerson

Road, Sechelt, BC  V0N 3A7

Tel: 604-740-5860

E-mail: justinkfrench@gmail.com

Website: http://coastastronomy.ca

August 21-24

SASKATCHEWAN SUMMER STAR PARTY

Cypress Hills Interprovincial Park & 

Dark Sky Preserve (30 kilometres south 

of Maple Creek), Saskatchewan

Organizers: Saskatoon and Regina 

Centres/RASC

Contact: Jim Goodridge, c/o 127 Maple

Street, Saskatoon, SK  S7J 0A2

Tel: 306-370-8530

E-mail: sssp.sk@sasktel.net

Website: www.usask.ca/rasc/starparty.html

August 22-24

ISLAND STAR PARTY

Bright Angel Park (on Vancouver Island,

north of Victoria), British Columbia

Organizer: Cowichan Valley StarFinders

Astronomy Club.

Website: www.starfinders.ca/starparty.htm

August 22-24

3RD ANNUAL THEBACHA & WOOD 

BUFFALO DARK SKY FESTIVAL

Fort Smith/Wood Buffalo National Park,

Northwest Territories

Organizer: Thebacha and Wood Buffalo 

Astronomical Society

Contact: Mike Couvrette, PO Box 1354,

Fort Smith, NT  X0E 0P0

Tel: 867-872-0243

E-mail: tawbasfs@gmail.com

or: mike_couvrette@yahoo.ca

Website: www.tawbas.ca

September 19-21

ALBERTA STAR PARTY

Starland Recreational Area campground

(north of Drumheller), Alberta 

Organizer: Calgary Centre/RASC

Contact: Nic David or Judy Sterner, 

21 Benchlands Place, Cochrane, AB  T4C

1C3

Tel: 403-932-6569 or 403-689-1037

E-mail: albertastarparty@gmail.com

Website: http://calgary.rasc.ca/asp.htm

September 23-28

NORTHERN PRAIRIE STAR PARTY

Black Nugget Lake Campground 

(southeast of Tofield), Alberta

Organizer: Edmonton Centre/RASC

Contact: Rick Bramm, 

c/o TELUS World of Science Edmonton,

11211 - 142 Street, 

Edmonton, AB  T5M 4A1

Website: http://edmontonrasc.com/

public/nps.html

October 17-26

JASPER DARK SKY FESTIVAL

City of Jasper and Jasper National Park,

Alberta

Organizer: Tourism Jasper. 

Contact: BryanAttree, 

PO Box 568, Jasper, AB  T0E 1E0

Tel: 780-820-2124 or 780-820-0808

E-mail:

bryan@jaspercanadianrockies.com

Website: www.jasper.travel

September 26-27

GRAVENHURST MUSKOKA 

FAMILY STAR PARTY

Gravenhurst/Muskoka KOA campground

& Torrance Barrens Dark Sky Site, Ontario

Organizers: Alan Keates and Gerry Flaherty

Tel: 705-687-4364 (Alan Keates)

E-mail: gerryflaherty@rogers.com

September 26-28

FALL ’N’ STARS

Camp Sagonaska, in Vanderwater 

Conservation Area (near Thomasburg),

Ontario

Organizers: Belleville and Kingston 

Centres/RASC

Contact: Mark Coady, 829 Fife Bay 

Marina Lane, Selwyn, ON  K9J 0C6

Tel: 705-292-9916 

E-mail:

lightpollutionabatement@gmail.com

Website: http://rascbelleville.ca/fallnstars

September 26-29

DARK SIDE OF THE MOON STAR PARTY

Gordon’s Park Dark Sky Preserve

(on Manitoulin Island), Ontario

Organizer: Gordon’s Park

Contact: Rita Gordon, Manager,

18777 Hwy. 6, Tehkummah,

Manitoulin Island, ON  P0P 2C0

Tel: 705-859-2470

E-mail: rita@gordonspark.com

Website: www.gordonspark.com

October 10-13

AURORA BOREALIS STAR PARTY

Gordon’s Park Dark Sky Preserve

(on Manitoulin Island), Ontario

Organizer: Gordon’s Park

Contact: Rita Gordon, Manager,

18777 Hwy. 6, Tehkummah,

Manitoulin Island, ON  P0P 2C0

Tel: 705-859-2470

E-mail: rita@gordonspark.com

Website: www.gordonspark.com

Dates TBA (see website for updates)

CAFTA (Concours Annuel des Fabricants

de Télescopes Amateurs)

Telescope makers’ convention in 

Dorval, Quebec

Organizers: Dorval Astronomy Club 

and Société d’astronomie de Montréal

Contact: Marjolaine Savoie

Tel: 514-953-9038

E-mail: marjos@ca.inter.net

Website:

www.astrosurf.com/cdadfs/cafta.html
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URSA MAJOR appears to be two

huge constellations in one: the

mythological sky bear that dates

back several millennia and the Big Dipper,

which lies inside the bear. But there’s only

one constellation—Ursa Major. Despite the

official hierarchy, however, the Big Dipper

has become more famous in North Amer-

ica than its host constellation.

The best-known classical myth about

these stars concerns the maiden Callisto,

who was transformed into a bear by the

goddess Juno in a fit of jealous rage. Juno

was trying to even the score with her way-

ward husband Jupiter, who had foisted

himself upon Callisto earlier. It’s a sordid

yarn of lust and vengeance that ends when

Jupiter grabs Callisto by the tail and flings

her into the northern sky. Jupiter’s powerful

swing explains how the bear wound up

with such a long tail, the only part of the

story that’s any fun. 

North American aboriginal peoples saw

a bear in the night sky too, but their tales

seem less dramatic.

They often viewed

the bowl of the Big

Dipper as the bear

and the stars in the

handle as three brave

hunters pursuing the

mighty beast. The

faint star Alcor, which

is nestled close to

Mizar) represented 

a very small pot in

which to cook the

very large bear. 

The Iroquois of

the St. Lawrence and

the Micmac of Nova

Scotia created a leg-

end that links the

bear’s movements in

the sky with the cycle of nature. They told

of Ursa emerging from its den in spring,

then being hunted until it was killed in the

fall. One version describes the wounded

bruin shaking off its blood to colour the 

autumn leaves below. The bear’s skeletal 

remains rested upside down until spring,

when a different bear emerged and the

hunt began anew. 

But there is more to the Big Dipper than

bears. Centuries of storytelling have pro-

duced a Who’s Who of the animal kingdom

in this constellation: a camel, a moose, a

reindeer, a wild boar, a shark, a skunk, a

herd of oxen, even the hind leg of a bull.

And useful tools were imagined too, such

as a sickle, a plough, a wagon, a canoe and,

of course, a dipper.

The most flamboyant depiction may be

a Chinese one in which the Dipper’s bowl

became an emperor’s throne, while the sur-

rounding stars materialized as government

bureaucrats, the emperor’s horse and pets

and a court jester!  ✦
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URSA MAJOR
Passing overhead on late-spring evenings, the legendary 

Great Bear contains the night sky’s premier guidepost: 

the Big Dipper  by Ken Hewitt-White
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EXPLORING A NEIGHBOUR WORLD

Looking back at a Martian dune 

it had traversed three days earlier,

NASA’s Curiosity rover took this

high-resolution image on Febru-

ary 9 this year using the Mast

Camera. This marked the 538th

Martian day, or sol, of Curiosity's

work on the red planet. For scale,

the distance between the parallel

wheel tracks is roughly nine feet.

The dune is about three feet tall in

the middle of its span, a pathway

that mission controllers named

the Dingo Gap.  COURTESY NASA/JPL

Wheels on

MARS
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POWERED MAINLY by eggs and

yogurt, driven by a passion to

engage the public and compelled

by some inscrutable higher calling, John

Dobson seemed destined to reach a ripe 

old age. Good thing, too, because he didn’t

begin his main mission in life until he was

past 50. Despite this, the inventor of the

hugely successful Dobsonian telescope—

Dobson himself preferred the term “side-

walk telescope”—showed the stars to count-

less thousands of people. He also left an

indelible stamp on backyard astronomy.

John Dobson was born in China but

went to school in California, where he ma-

jored in chemistry. In 1944, he eschewed

mainstream life to enter the Vedanta Mon -

astery in San Francisco and (later) Sacra-

mento. A moneyless monk for 23 years,

Dobson indulged a long-held fascination

with astronomy by quietly building rudi-

mentary Newtonian reflectors, then sneak-

ing out of the compound at night to scope

the sky. His eureka moment came when he

focused on the craters of the Moon. Dobson

thought: “Everybody’s got to see this.” And

they did. His secret nighttime forays grew

longer as he toted his telescopes around the

neighbourhood.

John got expelled from the monastery in

1967 (too much “moonlighting”), but sym-

pathetic friends took him in. They made

boxy alt-az scopes (Dobsonians) and formed

a community-spirited organization called

the San Francisco Sidewalk Astronomers.

The monk morphed into a street-corner

star preacher. His gospel was the book of

Einstein; his pulpit any sidewalk; his con-

gregation anyone who happened by. Mean-

while, the Sidewalkers expanded their hori-

zons. They created a monster 24-inch Dob

and bought an old school bus so that they

could transport their light-buckets to U.S.

national parks, where curious-minded peo-

ple camped under star-filled skies. By the

early 1970s, the itinerant astronomers were

hauling big glass right across California, at-

tracting large crowds at every stop.

It was in a crowd 40 years ago, on May 25,

1974, that I first encountered John Dobson.

Three Vancouver friends and I had driven to

the Riverside Telescope Makers Conference

in southern California. During the Saturday-

afternoon workshops, we watched as The

Master demonstrated his unconventional but

effective Three-Minute Pitch-Lap. He then

used the completed tool to begin polishing

a broad, thin, lightweight mirror-to-be. De-

spite the skeptism of the experts who said

such oddball optics wouldn’t work, Dobson’s

skinny primary mirrors—mounted on a

hinged plywood cell and supported around

the edge by a seat belt—were becoming the

new norm in large amateur telescopes. Dob-

son’s demo was lighthearted, innovative, in-

vigorating. To my pals, I whispered, “We’ve

got to meet this guy.”

That night, we found Dobson outside

with a Sidewalk-special, long-focus 18-incher.

Aimed high at the Whirlpool Galaxy, the

wooden wonder towered over our heads.

Three dozen boisterous children from a

YMCA camp had gathered there too—at

Dobson’s invitation, of course. While he fed

them the Dobson mantra (“to understand

the universe, you have to see the universe”),

I snuck up the ladder, peered into the eye-

piece and beheld the galaxy’s wispy spiral

form. Soon, an impatient voice commanded,

“Come down and let these kids have a look!” 

My response was less than diplomatic:

“I’m not finished yet!” Descending the lad-

der a few moments later brought me face-

to-face with John Lowry Dobson. The man

was not amused.

Despite that awkward intro, Dobson 

invited us into his basement workshop 

on our drive back north. It was littered 

with scrap plywood, lengths of Sonotube,

marine-salvage porthole glass and other

scavenged amateur telescope-making ma -

terials. Looking around, I realized Dobson

had never set out to invent anything. His

bare-bones telescope design was merely 

a solution to a problem: how to do public 

astronomy on a near-zero budget. His sturdy

scopes worked so well, others wanted to

build one, and he taught them how. In the

process, John Dobson proved the naysayers

wrong. His “unworkable” Dobsonians were

in the hands of skywatchers everywhere.

Around 1980, the Sidewalk Astronomers

acquired a motor home. That was my cue to

ask whether they’d aim the big rig north and

visit Canadian parks, and they said “Yes.” ✦

In his next column, Ken tells what happened.

by Ken Hewitt-White

NORTHERNNIGHTS

Remembering 
John Dobson, Part 1 

I always fgured John Dobson would reach 100—he almost made it. 

Te iconic ‘pied piper of astronomy’ was in his 99th year when he passed away on January 15.

John Dobson at the 1993 Mount Kobau Star

Party, in British Columbia. PHOTO BY GARY SERONIK
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